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INTRODUCTION

Photoelastic studies were started by the
Bureau of Reclamation at Denver, Colorado,
in 1934 to assist primarily
in the problems
being encountered in the planning and design
of Grand Coulee Dam. Original photoelastic
equipment was an 8-inch reflector-type
polariscope.
Since that time additional equipment has been added, existing equipment modified or replaced,
and operating technique
developed and perfected.
At the present time
instruments
and equipment are available for
performing
a great variety of stress analysis studies not only in photoelasticity
but also
in related fields.
The major instruments for
this work are described in detail in the succeeding sections.
A brief discussion
of the
principal
use of each instrument
follows.

This monograph has been prepared to
explain the use of the instruments
available
in the Bureau of Reclamation for stress analysis studies.
It is intended primarily
as an
explanationof technique and procedure rather
than an explanation of the theory underlying
the methods used. For that reason the development
and justification
of the theories
involved in the methods of analysis discussed
herein have been almost entirely eliminated
or greatly condensed. The primary purpose
of these experimental
studies is to provide
an analysis of each problem considered that
will assist the designer in making safe, econominal designs.
Thus, emphasis has been
placed on the actual procedures involved and
their application to the design problems encountered.

The Photoelastic
Polariscop_e provides
a direct method for the determination
of the
difference between the two principal stresses,
or the maximum
shear, in two-dimensional
structures.
At free boundaries of the structure, the stress condition
is immediately
known. It is particularly
adapted to the analysis of massive structures.

The phenomena of double refraction
and
photoelastic stress patterns have been known
and discussed in technical publications
since
the time of the British
physicist,
Sir David
Brewster.
Brewster
1 , in 1816, experimented with polarized light and clear glass
plates subjected to stress.
He observed the
development of a fringe pattern in the glass
plates and surmised it was due to double refractionofthe
glass while under stress. Very
little was done experimentally
from the time
of Brewster until the beginning of the Twentieth
Century to utilize this knowledge for design
purposes.
However, the theories underlying
the photoelastic phenomena were thoroughly
investigated by many of the scientists
of the
period.
These included such men as Biot 2 ,
Fresne13 , Neumann 4 , Wertheim’
, Maxwell’
, and others.

The Photoelastic Interferometer
is suitable for use in analyzing
the same type of
two-dimensional
structures
that are studied
in the photoelastic
polariscope.
However,
the information
obtained gives a complete
picture of the state of stress at any desired
point in the structure
since each individual
principal stress and its direction are determined.
The Babinet Comwnsator
provides the
same type of information
as the photoelastic
polariscope.
However, it is a very precise
instrument
and will measure
variations
of the order of one-hundredth
of a fringe.
Stresses
are determined
at points on the
model rather than observing the entire model
as is done in the photoelastic
polariscope.

Experimental
photoelastic
stress analysis had its real beginning with the British
scientists, Coker and Filon ’ , who pioneered
the field starting about the turn of the century,
Since that time, photoelastic
stress
analysis has become an accepted design tool.
Nearly all engineering colleges and large industrial firms are now equipped with photoelastic polariscopes and related instruments.

‘Superior
Bibliography,

figures

refer

The Beggs Deformeter
utilizes microscopic deformations
of scale models to determine influence lines for statically
indeterminate
structures.
From the influence
lines, the reactions required to make a structure statically determinate can be found. Its
principal use is in frame structure analysis.

to items 1~. the

1

The El~ctrical Analogy Tray is an experimental method of obtaining solutions to
steady-state potential flow problems. It is
m ost often used to study the steady-state
flow of water through earth or other pervious
material. It can be applied to two- or threedimensional studies of the trow and pressure
conditions in earth and concrete dams, and

in drainage systems.
The Membrane Analogy is used by the
Bureau of Reclamation to determine the torsional stresses in structural shapes. It also
can be used in problems of potential now, as
is the electrlcal analogy tray, and to obtain
the sum of the principal stresses in a struc ture.

THE PHOTOELASTIC

tions. On a free boundary where one stress
is zero and the direction of the other stress
is parallel to the boundary, it provides a very
rapid method of experimentally
determining
the stress at that l::oundary. In a great many
studies this provides sufficient information
for design purposes .

General

The ultimate objective of any st~ess
analysis study is the determination of the
state of stress in the structure being investigated with sufficient accuracy and at enough
points to provide information for an adequate
design. For the two-dimensional, or plane,
stress case, the complete state of stress at
any point in the plane is defined when the
maximum principal stress, al, the minimum
principal stress, a2 ' and their orientation, e ,
with respect to a reference axis, are known.
Hence, the solution of problems in plane
stress resolves into a determination of these
three values: al' a2' and e.

The photoelastic polariscope is particularly well suited to the analysis of massive
two-dimensional structures, although methods
do exist for its use in the analysis of threedimensional problems .
Theory

General--Inits simplest form. the photoelastic polariscope consists of a light source,
a ~olarizing device called the polarizer. the
photoelastic model. and a second polarizing device called the analyzer. Refinements of the basic system may be a grouIKi
glass or viewing screen. and other parts for
convenience in viewing or photographing the
3tress pattern. When the model is stressed.
the photoelastic stress pattern becomes visible on the ground glass or viewing screen of
the photoelastic polariscope. Figure 1 is a
typical photoelastic fringe pattern. It shows
the fringes developed in an outlet conduit due
to a concentrated load applied at the crown
with the conduit uniformly supported along
its base.

The photoelastic polariscope provides a
means for determining the difference between
the two principal stresses, and their direc -

FIGURE 1 --Typical
fringe
pattern.

POLARISCOPE

Natln"e of Li.llht and Plane Folarization-For the purposes of this discussion, light
may be considered to behave as a wave motion. These waves or vibrations are trans verse to the rays of light. In general, they
vibrate in all directions, perpendicular to
the light ray, 'in a manner similar to the vibrations of a violin string.

photoelastic

2

two ray components will have different velocities in the two planes; therefore,
while
passing throuqh the model, the wave front of
one ray will pass the wave front of the other
ray a small distance, 6. This distance,
6,
is called the relative
optical displacement
of the two ray components.
Now, if the two
components are combined after leaving the
stressed
plate by passing them through a
second polarizer
so that they will vibrate
again in the same plane, interference
will
take place due to the relative
optical displacement,
6

A particular
type of light, called planepolarized
light, is produced when the light
vibrations
are all oriented in one direction.
This orientation can be accomplished
in several ways, such as by reflection,
refraction,
Nicol prisms, or other crystals.
The polarizing device in most common use is the commercial
product,
Polaroid.
The Polaroid
element is composed of long, needle-like
crystals of an iodine salt with their axes all
oriented
in one direction.
This mass of
needle-like crystals behaves like a series of
slits and permits only those light vibrations
to pass which have the same orientation
as
the needles.
All other light vibration
components are absorbed or filtered by the polaroid.
The emitted light is plane-polarized.
In the simple polariscope,
the light can be
imagined as emerging from the first Polaroid
disk or polarizer and vibrating in a vertical
direction,
as shown at (A) in Figure 2. The
second Polaroid or analyzer
is “crossed”
with respect to the first.
This means that
it is oriented to pass light that is vibrating
in a horizontal
direction
such as shown at
(D) in Figure 2. When Polaroid disks are
“crossed”
the first Polaroid absorbs or filters all except the vertical
components
of
the light ray, and the second polaroid absorbs
or filters all except the horizontal
components. All light is therefore absorbed, and
the “crossed”
Polaroids,
each of which is
transparent,
appear black when viewed together.

Complete interference
will occur when
6 = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . , N, wave lengths; thus
furnishing a means of measuring the relative
optical
displacement.
It has been shown
theoretically
sand verified experimentally
s
that the difference
in magnitude of the two
principal
stresses,
u1 and u2, at the line
of passage of a ray is in direct proportion
to the relative optical displacement;
6. When
a field rather than a single ray of planepolarized light is passed through a stressed
model, bands will form connecting points in
the model having the same relative
optical
displacement
of the light rays or the same
difference of principal stresses. These bands
have been called isochromatic
fringes.

The equation expressing

the optical effect

iS

01 -u2

Double Refraction
or Birefringency-When a ray of polarized
light is passed
through certain crystalline
materials,
the
ray is divided into two components vibrating
at right angles to each other, Materials such
as mica, calcite, arrl tourmaline possess this
property.
Similarly,
glass, celluloid,
and
certain plastics also possess this property
of double refraction
or birefringency
while
they are subjected to stress.
Unstressed,
no change occurs to a light ray in passing
through these materials,
but when subjected
to stress the materials
will cause the light
ray to divide into two components
at right
angles to each other and lying in the principal
stress planes.

=NC

. . . . . . . .

* (1)

where
ulr

02,

represents
stress,
minimum

N, order
order
matic

maximum

principal

principal

stress,

of interference
or fringe
as counted on the isochrofringe pattern, and

C, a constant which is a function of
the model material,
its thickness, and the wave length of the
light source.

Interference Fringes or Isochromatics-As discussed above, polarized light in passing through a stressed model will form-wave
components
vibrating
in the two principal
stress planes at each point in the model. The

When a stress-free
model is viewed in
the photoelastic
polariscope,
it will appear
uniformly
dark.
As the model is stressed,
3

(A)
/'

PLANE

POLARIZED

VIBRATIONS
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LIGHT
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POLARIZED
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FIGURE 2 -- Representations
4

LIGHT

LIGHT
DIRECTION

of polarized

light.

is due to certain crystalline
properties of the
nica rather than to the application of stress as
is the case of the model material.
When the
mica is set with its optical axis at 45 degrees
with the plane of polarization of the light from
the first Polaroid,
the light that emerges
from the mica plate will, in general, be elliptically
polarized.
With the mica split to
such a thickness that the relative displacement of one light component with respect to
the other is one-quarter
wave length of the
light being used, the two components
will
have equal magnitudes.
This is a special
case of elliptically
polarized light known as
circularly
polarized light.
This is shown at
(C) on Figure 2. Circularly
polarized light
has the desired property that, regardless
of
the direction
of the principal
stresses,
an
incident beam of such light always divides
itself, when passing through the model, into
two mutually perpendicular
plane-polarized
components of equal magnitudes.
The second mica plate merely compensates for the
insertion of the first nica plate and returns
the light beam to a state of plane polarization.

it will become light.
The first dark band to
appear, after the initial darkness,
corresponds to the first complete cycle of interference and is referred
to as fringe order
number one. Fringe order number two exists at all points where there have been two
complete
cycles and so on through all the
fringe orders.
Monochromatic
Light--Each
frequency
of light makes a complete fringe cycle at a
different
stress increment.
Therefore,
it
is important
for sharp definition
of fringes
to limit the frequencies
or wave lengths of
the light emitted by the light source to a narrow band of the spectra.
By using a welldesigned filter in conjunction with a mercury
vapor lamp, it is possible
to isolate the
green line of mercury,
which has a wave
length of 5461 AngstrGm units.
Circular Polarization of Light--It is necessary that the planes of polarization
of the
beam passing through the model be at angles
of 45 degrees with the principal
stress diThis results
rections for clarity of fringes.
from the requirement
that the light, in passing through the model, must be in mutually
perpendicular
plane-polarized
components
of equal amplitude.
Since the light will pass
through a stressed model only along planes
parallel
to the principal
stress directions,
45 degrees is the only angle between the plane
of the polarized incident beam and the principal stress directions
that will divide the
incident beam into equal components.

Isoclinic
Fringes--When
plane-polarized rather than circularly
polarized
light
is used in the photoelastic polariscope,
i. e.,
no quarter-wave
plates are in the optical
path, two sets of fringes are developed in
the model.
Further,
if white rather than
monochromatic
light is used, one set of
fringes will be colored and the other set will
be black.
The colored fringes are the isochromatics
previously
discussed and they
represent
equal differences
of principal
stresses along any one fringe or contour of
maximum
shear. When monochromatic
light
is used, these fringes will,
of course, be
black.

It is impossible
to adjust the model so
chat its principal
stress directions
at all
points are at 45 degrees with the plane of
polarization
of the light.
In fact, there are
places in the model where the principal stress
planes and the polarization
plane coincide.
Under such conditions,
the light passes
through the model with no change of polarization of any sort.

The second set of fringes is called isoclinics.
They are formed at those points
where the light passes through the model
with nochange in polarization;
in other words,
the plane of the stress direction is the same
as the plane of polarization.
The isoclinic
fringes,
therefore,
provide a method of determining
the directions
of the principal
stresses
throughout the model,
However,
since other instruments
are available in the
Bureau of Reclamation
which permit a more
rapid atxl accurate determination
of the principal stress directions,
the photoelastic polariscope is used only for the determination
of boundary stresses
and areas of stress

The requirement that the plane of polarization be, at all points in the model, at 45
degrees to the principal stress directions
is
met by the introduction
into the optical system of mica or other quarter-wave plates between the model and the Polaroids.
Mica is
doubly-refractive
or birefringent
in a manner
similar
to the model material except that this
5

FIGURE3 --General

view o r photoelastic polariscope
The light source consists of a 250-watt
high-intensity mercury vapor bulb (Mazda
AH5. 250 watts, air-cooled, Mogul bast'
clear bulb), a diffusing heat absorbing filter.
and a filter for isolation of the green line of
mercury light (5461 Angstrom units).

concentration. Therefore, no further discussion will be made as to the theory and
use of the isoclinic fringe pattern. For additional information on the isoclinic fringe
pattern see any standard text on photoelasticity 10,11,12 The remainder of this section on the photoelastic polariscope will be
concerned only with the interpretation and
use of the isochromatic fringe pattern for
determination of boundary stresses .

The optical system is composed of two
parts; a 10-inch compound condensing lens
unit which refracts the diverging liqht rays
from the light source into parallel rays. and
a compound projection lens unit which projects the parallel rays on to the ground glass
or the film.
Each element is enclosed to
exclude interfering light. Within the limits
required for practical considerations, the
optical system is corrected for spherical
and chromatic aberration.
and is free of
distortion and astigmatism.

Construction and Installation
The photoelastic polariscope now in use
by the Bureau of Reclamation is a commer cial instrument
with field 8-1/2 inches in
diameter.
A general view of the instrument
is shown in Figure 3. A schematic diagram
of the arrangement
is given in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4 --Optical

path

of' photoelastic
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polariscope.

Rotation
of the quarter-wave
plate
izer.
will cause the field to vary from light to dark
The quarter-wave plate
on the groundrglass.
is rotated until extinction or maximumdarkness is obtained on the ground-Iglass.
In
this position,
the axis of the quarter-wave
plate is parallel to the axis of the polarizer,
and the light passes through the quarterwave plate without change.
From this position, the quarter-wave
plate should be rotated 45 degrees, in which position the light
emerging from the quarter-wave
plate will
be circularly
polarized,
and the field will
be at maximum
brilliance.
As a check, if
the analyzer is rotated,
there should be no
change in the intensity
of the light field on
the ground-glass
for any position of the anwith the analyzer in its original
alyzer.
position, the second quarter-wave plate should
now be placed in the light path and rotated
independently until the position of maximum
darkness is observed on the ground glass
of the camera.
At this position,
any rotation of this quarter-wave
plate simultaneously with the analyzer should produce no
change in the intensity
of the field.
Some
very slight variation in intensity may be noted
due to imperfection
of the quarter-wave
plates, but this is relatively
unimportant
in
the determination
of the isochromatic
fringe
pattern.

The polaroid disks and the quarter-wave
plates are set in circular
rotating mounts;
each rotating independently of the other. Each
mount is graduated in degrees from Oo to 90°
to 00. This applies to both the polarizer
assembly and the analyzer assembly.
The
quarter-wave
plates can be swung in and out
of the light path without affecting the polarEach assembly
is mounted on
oid disks.
optical rails by a single rider support.
A camera,
with no lens, follows the
projection
lens on the same optical rails,
The camera is equipped with a shutter,
an
extendable bellows,
and a ground glass for
viewing the model.
A small auxiliary
aperture is provided at the shutter to give sharp
definition when taking the photograph.
Adjustment
The component parts of the photoelastic
polariscope
are arranged
as indicated
in
Figure
3 and Figure
4. With the parts
mounted on supports of fixed height and on
optical rails,
the alignment
of the polariscope is limited
to adjustment
of the light
source to produce parallel rays of light between the polarizer and analyzer and adjustment of the final condensing or projection
lens for proper focus.

It has been found convenient to adjust
all the indicators
on the mounts to read 90
degrees when the Polaroids
and quarterwave plates are properly
oriented.
This
places all the indicators
in a vertical
position and facilitates
checking the instrument
for proper adjustment.

The two units should be placed on their
respective tables and leveled.
By measurement, the focal lengths of the various lenses
can be determined,
and the light source and
the lenses located in their approximate positions.
The level should again be checked,
and the two units securely
fastened to the
tables.
Final adjustment
for parallel rays
and a uniform intensity
of light over a circular field on the ground glass then can be
made by minor adjustment of the light source
and the projection
lens.

Calibration
In order to evaluate the model stresses,
it is necessary to determine
the constant C
of equation (1). The method usually used is
to construct
a beam of rectangular
crosssection from the model material and subject
The loaded
it to a uniform bending moment.
beam, see Figure 5, is placed in the photoelastic polariscope and photographed.
Figure 6 is an isochromatic
photograph of such
a beam.
By counting from the zero fringe,
the fringe order is determined
at both the
top and bottom boundaries
of the beam,
and the average recorded.
The next step is
to determine
accurately
the dimensions
of
the beam and the magnitude
of the applied

The next step is the adjustment
of the
Polaroid disks and the quarter-wave
plates.
The polarizer
should be set first,
preferably to pass vertically
polarized light.
This
may be done by use of a Nicol prism equipped
with level bubbles to indicate orientation
of
the plane of polarization.
The analyzer should
then be inserted and crossed with the polarizer so that the field, as viewed on the camera ground glass, is at maximum darkness.
The first quarter-wave plate is then installed
between the two Polaroids next to the polar7

7-!:.

FIGURE

5 --Loading

device

for

photoelastic

polariscope

load; then the extreme fiber stress is corn
puted by the equation

calibration.

M, bending moment,
I, moment of inertia,

s = al

= ~

(2)

I

c, distance from the neutral
axis of the beam to the
extreme fiber .

where
s

= al

represents extreme fiber
stress,

FIGURE

6

Isochromatic

and

From

photograph

R

equation

of

(1) with

calibration

02 = 0

beam.

filter is inserted into the light path, and the
focus carefully
checked.
A smaller
aperture is then inserted in the camera, and the
photograph taken.

a1 = NC or

but from

equation

and so

(2)

a1 = MC
I
c

=E

.

Exposure
time for full-scale
photographs is 15 seconds using Royal Panatomic film and an auxiliary
aperture
1/4inch in diameter.
For maximum
enlarge ment which will give an image approximately
fifty percent larger than the model, the exposure time, using the same type film,
is
60 seconds with an aperture of l/4-inch
diameter,

. . (3)

Another method of calibration
is to use
a tensile specimen cut from the same plate
as the model.
A direct pull, P, is applied
to the specimen and the fringe order determined at the center cross-section
where the
area is A, then
s,a,=P..

A

. .

(4)

. . .

(5)

The boundary stresses
and the ~naximum shear stress in the prototype can be
determined from the photograph of the fringe
pattern with proper use of the calibration
factor for the fringe value of the model material and the ratio of the model to prototype
loading.

and in this case
C’.&

Figure 7 is a photoelastic
data sheet
that has been printed to provide a convenient, uniform
method of recording
pertinent data regarding the loading mechanism,
the loads applied, and the model dimensions.
It is applicable
to both the photoelastic
polariscope and the photoelastic interferometer
and provides
space for computing and recording conversion factors and fringe values
for prototype stresses.

Oneration
Since the photoelastic
polariscope
is
used by the Bureau of Reclamation principally
for the determination
of boundary stresses,
the only datum required is the isochromatic
fringe pattern.
A model of the structure being analyzed
is prepared, mounted in the loading frame,
and placed in the photoelastic
polariscope
The
between the polarizer and the analyzer.
monochromatic
filter is removed from in
front of the light source.
Then using the
large aperture in the camera, the image is
focused on the ground glass of the camera
The patby adjusting the camera bellows.
tern of the model on the ground glass should
be uniformly dark over its entire area when
the model is unloaded.
As load is applied
to the model, the fringe pattern will develop.
This pattern will be colored, except for the
zero fringe order, which will be black. When
the entire load is on the model, the fringe
pattern is observed, and the zero fringe order
noted. If the observed stress pattern is complicated,
it is advisable to place a piece of
transparent
paper on the ground glass and
trace and label enough frinqes to provide
data for proper interpretation
of the photograph of the fringe pattern.
This operation
is unnecessary
if the location of the zero
fringe order is obvious. The monochromatic

Figure 8 presents the results of an actual
photoelastic
polariscope
and photoelastic
interferometer
stress analysis.
The results presented for the photoelastic
polariscope are based on the isochromatic
fringe
pattern shown as Figure 1. The computations are recorded on the data sheet, Figure
7.
The modelwas prepared using Columbia Resin, CR-39, 0.375 inch thick,
The
base width was 6 inches and the opening was
4-l/2
inches in diameter.
Prototype
dimensions were based on an internal
opening radius of r and the load was for a uniform foundation
reaction
intensity
of v.

Various fringe orders have been numbered on the isochromatic
photograph, Figure 1. It is obvious, from inspection of the
model and its loading, where the boundaries
are in tension and where they are in compression.
By multinlying
the fringe order,
9
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data sheet.
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conduit--photoelastic

polariscope

where it intersects
aboundary,
bythefringe
value for prototype
loading (6.03 v) given
by the data sheet (Figure 7), the prototype
stress
at that point is obtained.
These
stresses are plotted normal to the boundaries
at all points where isochromatic
fringes intersect the boundaries.
The curve drawn
through these plotted values represents
the
boundary stress in the prototype.
By observing the spacing of the fringes it is pos-

sible to estimate fractional fringe orders at
critical
points around the boundary, such as
at the inside crown of the conduit.
The conduit and its
rical about the vertical
fore, the stresses for
the exterior
boundaries
only for the half of the
the vertical
centerline.

THREE-DIMENSIONAL

loading are symmetcenterline.
Thereboth the interior
and
have been plotted
conduit to the left of

PHOTOELASTICITY

General

cipal stress will vary throughout the model.
There will be a fringe pattern formed when
polarized light is passed through a stressed
three-dimensional
model, but the relative
retardation
of the two light ray components
which produce the fringes will be a function
of the directions
and the magnitudes of the
principal
stresses
at the different
points
through the thickness
of the model that the
light ray traverses; and, generally speaking,
the fringe pattern will give no indication
of
either magnitude or direction of the stresses
or stress-differences
at any particular point.

The photoelastic
polariscope
and the
photoelastic interferometer
are ideally suited
for the experimental
solution of two-dimensional problems
where analytical
or other
methods do not exist or would be too cumbersome or time-consuming
to be applicable.
In two-dimensional
stress studies the models
consist of plates with parallel faces, loaded
at the edges so as to conform to the requirements of generalized plane stress conditions.
Thus, any plane, parallel to the faces of the
model, is a principal plane; and further,
at
all points on the path of any light ray normal
to the face of the model, the directions ot the
principal axes are the same. Consequently,
a ray of plane-polarized
light entering the
model at any point is divided into two rays
oriented in the two principal
stress directions. These two rays pass through the model
unchanged except for the relative retardation
between them resulting from the effect of the
thickness of the model plate.
This relative
retardation provides the method of calculating
the mean stress-difference
in the thickness
of the plate when proper loading has been
applied to provide uniformity
of load across
the thickness of the plate.

In order to find the stresses at a particular point or on a particular
plane in a
three-dimensional
model, it is necessary
to have some means of observing and measuring the changes produced by the light as
it passes through that particular
point or
plane in the model.
Two general methods
have been used in adapting photoelasticity
to three-dimensional
studies.
These methods
are: The Freezing Methe
and The Scattered
Light Method.
The Freezing

Method

Theory--When
some photoelastic plastic
materials*
are heated to a certain crl\ical
temperature,
loaded, and cooled slowly wnile
still loaded, the fringe pattern developed in
the plastic persists
even when the load is
removed after the material
has cooled.

In a great many problems,
however, it
is not sufficient
to reduce or simplify
them
to a condition of plane stress.
Therefore,
some procedure must be devised to account
for the three-dimensional
effect. In the general case of three-dimensional
stress,
the
conditions stated above for plane stress no
longer exist.
A ray of light, in passing
through a stressed model, will pass successively through points at which the three principal axes of stress will have different
inclinations,
and the magnitudes of each prin-

fully

This phenomenon is explained rather
in several of the references at the end

*See Section on Photoelastic Materials
and
Model Preparation
for data on physical and
optical properties
of various photoelastic
materials.
2

From the loading conditions and the construction of the model, there are two regions where
this is known directly.
They are: (1) An
unloaded boundary, and (2) a plane of symmetry of the model and loading.

of this monograph,
but a brief discussion
will be included here for the sake of completeness.
Most photoelastic plastics can be classified as heat-hardening
resins.
As such,
they have a strong primary
molecular
net-’
work which is the polymerized
phase; and,
within this primary network, a fusible phase.
A.t ordinary room temperatures
any applied
load is carried almost entirely by the fusible
phase. As the temperature
is raised, however, the fusible phase becomes less viscous;
and, when a certain critical
temperature
is
reached, the applied load is carried entirely
by the primary
network.
Thus, when the
resin is heated, loaded, and cooled while
still loaded, the fusible phase again becomes
effective and holds or “freezes” the stresses
in the primary
network.

At all points on a surface on which no
stress acts, one principal
axis is normal
to the surface.
For the frozen model this
is true at all points on a surface at which no
external load is applied.
It is not true for
the surfaces
of a cut made after freezing,
since the internal
frozen stresses
extend
throughout the model.
At a plane, unloaded
boundary a thin slice is at all points a principal plane and is a close approximation
to
the requirements
for a condition of generalized plane stress.
As such it can be treated
exactly as a two-dimensional
stress case
for both the isochromatic
and isoclinic fringe
patterns;
i. e., the difference
between the
principal
stresses in the plane of the slice
and the directions
of the stresses will be
known at all points in the slice.

The internal forces involved are of molecular dimensions.
Therefore,
it is possible
to cut the model material without disturbing
the frozen stress pattern if care is taken
that no heat stresses are induced by the cutting process.
From this it follows that a
three-dimensional
model of a structure
can
be built, heated, loaded, and cooled under
load, and the stress condition in the model
will be truly three-dimensional.
Then, by
carefully slicing the model, the stress condition at specified
points or on specified
planes can be evaluated.

A principal stress plane exists in a model
when the loads applied to the model and the
geometric
shape of the model are symmetrical about that plane. If a thin slice be cut so
‘that such a principal
stress plane is at the
mid-plane
of the slice, then a two-dimensional stress condition will exist in such a
Again, however,
this is true only
slice.
if the conditions previously imposed are met;
that the magnitude of the stress-difference
and the directions
of the stresses are approximately
constant through the thickness
of the slice.

Evaluation
of the stresses
in a threedimensional
model is somewhat more complicated than in the two-dimensional
case.
The following conditions must hold for each
parallel slice cut from the model.

It is possible to obtain the three principal stress-differences
and in some cases
the principal
stresses themselves by means
of additional measurements.
However,
the
theory and procedures
are complex,
and it
is beyond the scope of this discussion to consider them. Should a problem arise in which
boundary stresses or stresses in planes of
symmetry
give insufficient information,
then
reference
should be made to some of the
publications
listed in the bibliography.

1. The directions
of the principal
stresses in the plane of the slice must, at
any point in the slice, be approximately
constant throughout
the thickness
of the
slice.
2. The magnitude
of the stress-difference must be approximately
constant
throughout the thickness of the slice.

Procedure--Since
each study made will
present different
problems,
only a general
procedure can be outlined here.

In order to obtain useful information
directly
from a slice cut from the model,
the slice must be cut perpendicular
to one
of the principal stress axes. Therefore,
the
direction of one principal stress at the point
or plane being investigated
must be known.

The materials
mensional
models
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best suited to three-diare: (1) Fosterite;
(2)

the loading
mechanism
can be built
on the
standard
loading
frame.
For special
cases,
it may be necessary
to construct
individual
frames
and loading
mechanisms
for each
case depending
on the nature
of the problem.

Kriston;
and (3) Catalin
61-393.
Physical
and optical
properties
of these
materials
are discussed
in the section
on “Photoelastic
Materials
and Model
Preparation.
” Each
has advantages
and disadvantages,
and the
selection
of a material
for any particular
study should
be governed
by the conditions
of the problem.

The procedure
currently
being
used for
freezing
the stress
pattern
is to place
the
unloaded
model
in the oven and bring
the
temperature
up to the recommended
value
for the plastic
material
being
used.
This
temperature
should be maintained
for a sufficient
length
of time to insure
that the enThe
tire model
is at a uniform
temperature.
time
required
is a function
of the mass
of
model
and of the model
material.
The load
is then applied
to the model,
and the temperature
continued
at the recommendedmaximum
value
for a length
of time sufficient
to insure
that the entire
load is effective.
The temperature
is then gradually
reduced
and the load remains
on the model
until room
temperature
is reached.

Columbia
Resin,
CR-39,
the photoelastic
material
used for two-dimensional
work,
is
not particularly
suitable
for three-dimensional
work.
This material
exhibits
considerable
creep at the temperatures
required
for stress
freezing
and the frozen
stresses
change
appreciably
with time.
The fabrication
of a three-dimensional
model
will,
in general,
follow
the same procedure
as for a two-dimensional
model,
An
exception
to this may be where
the deformations
induced
by the loading
are so great
as
to distort
the final
shape
of the model.
In
such cases it may be necessary
to construct
the model
so that the final shape,
after heating,
loading,
and cooling,
will be a close
approximation
of the desired
shape.
This
is necessary,
since
the frozen
stress
pattern in the model
is for the final
shape and
not the initial
shape of the model.

Table I lists the recommended
values
to
be used in the heating
and cooling
cycle
for
three
plastics
being
used for three-dimensional
analysis.
After
the model has cooled to room temit is unloaded
and removed
from
perature,
the oven.
Slices are then made at previously
selected
sections
in accordance
with the information
desired
and obtainable.
Depending
on the shape and size of the model,
the slices
can be cut on a band saw,
scroll
saw,
or
milling
machine.
The thickness
of the slice
may be governed
somewhat
by the configuration of the model.
However,
the thickness
of slices
should
be kept to l/4 inch or less.
The minimum
thickness
will depend
upon the
machinability
of the plastic
and the number
of fringes
in the slice.
Care must be taken
while
slicing
the model
that no heat is generated
by the cutting
as this will distort
the

The loading of a three-dimensional
model
.will usually
be somewhat
more
complicated
than that required
for a two-dimensional
model,
However,
since only constant
loading
is required
with no provision
necessary
for
removal
of the load until
completion
of the
freezing
cycle,
it does not present
some of
the difficulties
encountered
in loading
models
for photoelastic
interferometer
studies.
A
large electric
oven,
thermostatically
controlled,
is used for heating
the model.
With
the shelves
removed,
it is possible
to place
an entire
loading
frame
in the oven.
Therefore,
if the model
is such as will permit
it,
Table

I

Time
for
uniform
temperature
hr

Time
for
uniform
temperature
hr

load
Rate of
cooling
degrees
C/hr

Plastic

Rate of
heating
degrees
C/hr

Catalin
61-893

20

110

1 to 2

1

15

Fosterite

5

70

1 to 2

2

2

30

134

1 to 2

1

30

Kriston

,

Load
temperature
degrees

C
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frozen

stress

been relatively
easy to evaluate.
It is beyond the scope of this paper to outline the
procedure necessary to evaluate the stresses
on other planes.
If, in the future,
more
complex models are studied, recourse should
be had to some of the cited references for a
method of evaluating stresses in such cases.

pattern.

In most cases the slice will not be sufficiently
transparent
after the machining
operation to give a clear fringe pattern.
Consequently,
it is necessary to either immerse
the slice in a fluid having the same refractive index as the model material or else coat
the surfaces of the slice with such. a fluid.
Polishing will ordinarily
not be feasible or
satisfactory
due to the time required
and
the tendency of the polishing process to round
the edges of the slice, thus reducing the clarity at the boundaries.
The usual procedure
will be immersion
of the slices.
Suitable
immersion
fluids are:
Catalin
61-893

Halowax

Oil No. RD 11-l

Fosterite

Halowax

Oil No. 1000

Kriston

Halowax

Oil No. RD 11-l

The Scattered

Light

Method

Theory--It
is a known physical phenomenon that a light beam is scattered in all directions transverse to its path when passing
through any material
medium.
If the light
source is unpolarized,
then the scattering
will be of equal intensity
in all directions
transverse
to the beam, and the scattered
light will be plane-polarized.
If, however,
the material
is birefringent
or doubly refractive
and the light beam is plane-polarized, it will be resolved
into two components at 90’ to each other moving at different velocities
through the material.
The
apparent amplitude of these components will
depend upon the point of observation
in the
plane normal
to the direction
of the light
beam.

Further discussion on immersion
fluids will
be found in the section on “Photoelastic
Materials and Model Preparation.
”
An alternative method to slicing the model
into thin plates, consists of gradually reducing
the model in thickness.
The difference
of
fringe order between successive fringe patterns at a particular
point will be the fringe
order in a plate of thickness equal to that of
the material
removed.

Since the two components do travel at
different
velocities,
they will alternately
strengthen and weaken each other along their
For the condition
scattered
light beams.
where the two components have equal amplitudes there will be cancellation
of all light
when the two components are completely out
of phase and a doubling of intensity when they
are in phase. Thus, when the scattered light
is observed in or normal to the plane of polarization,
alternate light and dark fringes
will be visible.

Theoretically,
the difference
method
should give more accurate results than slicing into thin plates, since it can be thought
of as a slice or plate made with a cutter of
zero thickness.
Also, higher fringe orders
may be obtained in the model with less stress.
However,
in actual practice,
edge effects
and shadows are so pronounced in the difference method that the boundary stresses are
difficult
to determine.
Since this condition
does not exist with the slices or plates, it
is fairly easy, in such cases, to obtain sharp
boundaries and clear stress patterns.

If the birefringence
of the material being
considered
is due to a condition of stress,
then the relationship
between principal
indices of refraction
and principal
stresses
may be written as follows:
K(no - nd

= S1

K(no - n2) = S, . . . . . . . . . (6)

Interpretation
of the fringe patterns obtained in the photoelastic
polariscope
will
be dependent on the location in the model of
the slice being studied. For the studies made
to date, the slices have been taken on planes
of symmetry
or parallel to unloaded boundaries,
and, therefore,
the stresses
have

K(no -%I

=s,

where
K
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represents
a constant characteristic
of the material,

n

0)

inaex of refraction
material,

n , index

of unstressed

ds,

stress,

other

and

7
max = .$ (nl

< Sa < S,,the

- %).

maxi-

s3

. . . . . . - (7)

Thus,
the maximum
shear
can be found
at
any point in the stressed
model
by a measurement
of the indices
of refraction
and
evaluation
of the constant
K. In actual practice,
however,
the differences
between
the
indices
of refraction
are so small
that it
is difficult
to obtain
even approximate
results by the use of equation
(7).
However,
the relationship
between
the indices
of refraction
can be used to evaluate
the difference between
principal
stresses.

Where

or, if the relative
in terms
of wave
R=NX..

ds .

.

.

.

retardation
length,
with
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. .

.

.

(8)

.(9)

then

g=$ Q-q+) = j--s3-w

= $S3-sJ - (10)

where
R

represents

A,

wave length,
source,

N,

relative
in air,

amount
of relative
wave lengths,

retardation,
of the

retardation

defined

previously.

AN
- Sl z c -OS

. . . . . * (11)

-*

-s+
d also

. .
represents

.

.

.
fringe

.

. .

. * (12)

spacing.

The principal
stresses
at a free boundary may be individually
measured,
since
the stress
perpendicular
to a free boundary
vanishes,
and the other
two stresses
lie in
If the
the plane
tangent
to the boundary.
direction
of the light is made parallel
to this
tangent
plane,
and the model
rotated
until
the maximum
and minimum
fringe
spacings
occur,
these
spacings
will give the separate principal
stress
values.

is expressed

. .

as

It was stated
previously
that the polarized light
should be passed through
the model
along the direction
of Sa.
If this direction
is unknown
it can be found
by passing
the
light
in various
directions
until
dN/ds
is a
maximum;
i. e., where
the fringes
are the
most
closely
spaced,
With the light
passing along
the direction
of S,, fringes
will
be seen with maximum
visibility
at 45’ to
S1 and S, can be des1 and S3 . Directions
termined
from the positions
where
minimum
fringe
intensities
occur.

Let the polarized
light beam pass through
the model
in the direction
of Sa with the plane
The relof polarization
at 45O to S1 and S,.
ative velocities
of the two light
components
are a function
of the ratio
of nl to ns and
retardation
will take place at the rate;

- na)

symbols

of

And,
if the increment
is such that
a = 1
then cls determines
the value of Se - S,. J
aS is replaced
by d then equation
(11) becomes
S3

dR = (nl

coefficient

If the stresses
remain
approximately
constant
over a small
increment
of the light
path,
then equation
(IO) may be written

subscripts
1, a, and 3 directions
at
right
angles
to each other
in space.
For the conditions1
mum
shear,
‘t , is:

spacing,

stress-optical
material,

c,

of refraction,

s , principal

fringe

Apparatus
--A special
polariscope
has
been constructed
for use in the analyses
by
the scattered
light method,
because
the direction
of observation
is at right
angles
to
the direction
of passage
of the light and observations
must
be made
at different
positions
around
the model.
A photograph
of
the apparatus
is shown
in Figure
9.

light
The light
source
is a high-intensity,
water-cooled,
mercury-vapor
lamp
designated
as a 1000 watt,
AH-6
lamp
by the
manufacturer.
The water jacket
of the lamp

in
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FIGURE 9 --Apparatus

for

scattered

has been silver-plated except for a 1/ 4-inch
aperture for the light source. Monochromatic light is secured by placing a filter in
front of the lamp. The two lenses in the
system are so arranged as to provide a parallel field of light emerging from the second
lens. The polarizer follows the lens system' and provision is made for a quarterwave plate, which can be inserted or removed, as desired. A slit of adjustable
width is the final component in the cabinet.
An immersion tank to contain the fluid, model,
and loading device is placed on top of the
cabinet.

light

method of analysis.

as a sealer.
This method is not entirely
satisfactory, because over a long period of
time the immersion fluid reacts with the
aquarium cement. Further work is contemplated on preparing a more suitable immersion tank.
The polarizer, the quarter-wave plate,
and the immersion tank are all mounted in
rotatable, graduated rings so that it is possible to adjust the model and the plane of
polarization as required.
Procedure--Thegeneralprocedureshould
be readily apparent from the previous discussions concerning the theory and the apparatus
for the scattered light method.

The immersion tank was built from
stress-free plate glass. An attempt was
~ ade to purchase fused glass tanks of a
suitable size to hold model and loading frame,
but the cost of a stress-free tank was prohibitive. Therefore, sheets of stress-free
plate glass were used, and the corners joined
using brass channels with aquarium cement

Suitable model materials Jor use in the
scattered light method are Catalin 61- 893
and Kriston (see section on Photoelastic Materials and Model Preparation).
Columbia
Resin. CR-39, has the same limitations for
17

use in the scattered
light method as cited
in the freezing method and Fosterite
is optically
insensitive
at ordinary
room temThe size of the model to be anperatures.
alyzed is governed by the size of the immersion tank and the required
loading frame.

disadvantages.
ing the method

Some of the factors
to be used are:

influenc-

1. Distortion
of model.
Deformations
at the temperatures
required for freezing
the stress patterns in the freezing method
are about 25 times as great for bakelite
and 12 times as great for Fosterite
as at
ordinary
room temperatures.
This can
result in excessive change from the original model shape unless care is exercised,

Fabrication
of the model, in general,
follows
the methods used for two-dimensional models and models for the freezing
method.
A detailed discussion of model preparation is included in section on Photoelastic
Materials
and Model Preparation.
Usually
the model will have faces which are not polished and which are not normal to the line
of observation and/or light beam. As a result, it must be immersed
in a fluid to improve light transmission
through the unpolished faces and to eliminate reflections
and
refraction.

2. Apparatus.
The freezing method
utilizes the same polariscope as the usual
two-dimensional
studies,
whereas
the
scattered
light method requires
an entirely new type of apparatus.

3. Interpretation
of stresses.
Stress
patterns in the slices cut from models
using the freezing method have the same
general meaning as the familiar
two-dimensional
stress
patterns.
With the
scattered light method the pattern has an
entirely
different
meaning and requires
additional apparatus to evaluate.

With the model loaded and immersed,
the light is passed through it in the desired
planes, and the fringes observed and photoDirections
of principal
stresses
graphed.
can be determined
as outlined previously.
The thickness
of the sheet of light can be
varied by means of the adjustable slit until
the proper plane is illuminated
and the intensity is sufficient to provide a good fringe
pattern.

4. Models.
In the freezing method the
model is destroyed by slicing at the planes
of interest,
while in the scattered
light
method the model can be annealed and used
again for the same or a different loading.
In the freezing method the model may be
observed in any direction
without interference from a loading frame,
and the
immersion
tank required need be only
large enough to accommodate
the slices
being studied.

It is impossible to outline a precise procedure for photographing
the pattern.
The
exposure time will be a function of the intensity of the fringe pattern, and this is dependent upon the initial light intensity,
the thickness of the light sheet, the shape of the model,
and other variables.
Experience will provide
a guide as to proper exposure time.
As shown in the development of the theory, the stresses are a function of the fringe
Therefore,
the measurement
of
spacing.
the fringe spacing is critical.
No precise
apparatus is available,
at present, for this
Measurements
have been made
purpose.
with a precise scale and magnifier.
Other
experimenters
have used a micrometer
comparator or made a microphotometric
trace
of the variation in the density of the negative.

5. Area of analysis.
In the scattered
light method the sheet of light can usually
be made thinner than it is possible to machine a slice fol* the freezing method,
Also, there is always the possibility,
when
cutting the slice, of disturbing the frozen
stress pattern by the machining operation.
However,
in the scattered light method
the intensity of light is low, especially in
thick sections and in regions distant from
the point of entry of the light.

Summary
Three-dimensional
stress analysis is
still a very new experimental
tool.
Much
work must be done on both materials
and

Each method of three-dimensional
stress
analysis possesses certain advantages and
18

techniques before it becomes a common procedure for the photoelastic
laboratory.
On
the basis of the small amount of work that
has been done to date, three-dimensional

photoelasticity
appears to hold much pronuse
of providing methods which will permit solutions of problems
which previously
have
been unsolvable.

THE PHOTOELASTIC

INTERFEROMETER
ulation and close control of room temperature necessary in using the lateral extensometer precludes
the use of this instrument unless adequate physical facilities
are
available.

General
The photoelastic
polariscope
permits
the determination
of the maximum
shear al
any point or series of points in a model, the
directions
of the principal
stresses
at all
points, and the extreme fiber stress.
HOWever, this is not sufficient
information
for
many design problems.
It often becomes
necessary to know both the magnitude of each
principal
stress and its direction throughout
the entire structure before a suitable design
can be effected.

The method used by the Bureau of Reclamation for determining the individual principal stresses
and their directions
at any
point in a structure
is based on the use of
the photoelastic interferometer.
This instrument determines each principal stress and its
direction
separately without need of information from other methods of analysis.

Although several methods are available,
the problem of finding the individual
principal stresses and their directions
at interior points in a structure
is not as simple
To obtain
as finding boundary
stresses.
the principal stresses ul, eta, and tnelr direction 9 separately,
most procedures
involve
a Combination of the three sets of values of
01 - 02, ~1 + 02, and 8. The difference
between Principal
stresses and the directions
of such stresses
can be obtained with the
photoelastic polariscope.
However, the SUM
of the principal
stresses must be obtained
by other means.
One method is to employ
one of the several forms of graphical
integration 24* *‘. Another method is to make
use of some auxiliary
eXperiment
by which
the sum of the principal
stresses is measured at all points.
Examples
of the equipment for this type of experiment are the lateral extensometer,
membrane analogy, and
electrical
analogy tray.
The latter two, as
well as the graphical method, have been used
by the Bureau of Reclamation with only moderately good results.
Each method has its
own limitations
and sources of error,
such
as the fact that the use of the membrane and
electrical
analogs presupposes a knowledge
of the sum of the principal
stresses at all
points on the boundary and also that it is possible to construct a boundary which will represent the sum of the principal stresses.
It
is evident, then, that if there is a concentrated load at any point on the boundary, the
analogy breaks down. The delicate manip-

A method of measuring the absolute retardation of a beam of light passing through
a transparent
model when subjected
to a
change in stress was brought to the attention of the scientific world by Henry Favreae
in 1929. The principal
optical instrument
used by Favre for measuring
this retardation, from which he was able to obtain the
individual
principal stresses, was a precise
interferometer
of the Mach-Zehnder or Jamin
We.
An instrument
patterned after the one
built by Favre was designed by engineers
of the Bureau of Reclamation and constructed
This instrument
in the shops of the Bureau.
has been called a photoelastic interferometcn
and has been in continuous use since 1936.
Figure 10 is a photograph showing a general
view of the instrument.
This instrument
should not be confused with lateral extensometersa7r*s
employingthe
interferometer
principle
in their operation.
Theory
General--In
presenting
the theory of
the photoelastic interferometer
it is assumed
that terms and concepts such as plane-polarized light, monochromatic
light, and rotation of plane of polarization by means of halfwave plates are well understood2s.
However,
a brief explanation of the phenomenon of interference
is given.
19
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FIGURE 10 --General
view
photoelastic
interferometer.

Desc!;iption--Figure
11 is a photograph
showing the details of the photoel~stic interferometer.
Figure 12 is a diagrammatic
3ketch showing its optical paths. This sketch
will be referred to frequently in the following

FIGURE

11 --Detailed

view

of

discussion,

The principal optical parts are the two
optical flats L~ and L4 and the four optical
parallels L1, ~, Ls' and Le: L3 and L4

of
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photoelastic

interferometer.

are given a full first-surf’ace
aluminum plating. La and ~ are clear glass with no plating. Li and L, are given a thin plating of
aluminum
on one face. The plating is such
that light is both transmitted
and reflected
in equal intensities
when the angle of incidence is 45 degrees.
The light beam that
starts at the point source,
S , is, therefore, split into a double path at Li and is
brought together again at Le. That part of
the light which goes around the model is referred to as the outside path, while the part
which goes through the model is referred to
as the inside path. The interference phenom-,
enon is developed at L,, where the two paths
converge, and is visible as a series of alternate light and dark bands or interference
The fringes are visible in the telefringes.
scope and are entirely
different
from the
isochromatic
fringes
associated
with the
photoelastic
polariscope.
Also, the interference fringes are visible both before and
after loading the model.
The interference
fringes are merely
shifted by a change of
stress within the model, and the change of
stress is linearly
related to the number of
interference
fringes that cross a fixed point
in the field of the telescope.

IN TELESCOPE

FIGURE 13 -- Representation
of light
waves and the development of interference fringes.
of propagation of the inside path upon reflection coincides exactly with the direction
of
the transmitted
or outside path. The divergence of the two paths is shown in an extremely exaggerated
condition but permits
a visualization
of the interference
phenomenon. With the eve looking in the direction
ofthe two emerging beams (see Figure 13(C)),
it is evident that, along ray 1, the valley5
for one system coincide with the valleys for
the other system.
Similarly,
the ridges of
the two systems
coincide along this ray.
Therefore,
along ray 1, the illumination
is
built up from both sources.
For ray 2, the
valley points are nullified by the ridge points
and illumination
will be extinguished
along
this ray.
For sections between ray 1 and
ray 2, the intensity
will vary from bright
This variation
in illumination
is
to dark.
visible in the telescope as a series of light
and dark bands called interference
fringes.
Their general appearance in the telescope
is shown at (D) of Figure 13. The two heavy
diagonal lines are the fixed cross-hairs
in
It can be seen from an exthe telescope.
amination
of (C) in Figure 13 that if, for
any reason,
either the inside path or the
o&sloe path undergoes a change in effective
length relative to the other path, there will
be an accompanying
displacement
of interference fringes across the field of view in
Furthermore,
this change
the telescope.
in length will be equal to the product of the
ntImber
of fringes that pass the cross-hair
intersection
times the wave length of the
light source.
The wave length of the light
source now being used is 5461 WngstrSm
units (the green line of the mercury
spectrum), or 0.000,021,5 inch. Since it is possible to estimate fractional
fringe displacements as small as one-tenth fringe,
it follows that the instrument is capable of detecting optical length changes with a precision
of about a two-millionths
of an inch.
Be-

Interference
Phenomenon--In
order that
the phenomenon may be better understood,
temporarily
lay aside the common concept
regarding
a beam of light as a sine curve
and instead visualize
it, as shown at (A) in
Figure 13, as resembling a corrugated sheet;
in other words, a sine curve with the additional dimension
of depth.
Looking downward on this corrugated
sheet, the valleys
are representedasdashed
lines and the ridges
as solid lines.
This convention is shown at
(B) inFigure
13. At (C) in Figure 13 is shown
the condition at L, where the inside and outside paths converge.
It is physically impossible to adjust the position of the optical parallel,
L,, in such a manner that the direction

OUTSIDE

POINT

SOURCE

PATH-----

WAVE
ODEL

PLATE

OF
.-MICA “ALFWAVE PLATE
‘--INSIDE

PAT,,

FIGURE 12 -- Optical paths of the
photoelastic
interferometer.
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cause of this extreme sensitivity,
the photoelastic interferometer
is ideally suited to
the problem
of measuring
changes in refractive indices of transparent models undergoing a change in stress; and, since each.
principal
stress is a linear function of the
change in refractive
index in the two prin‘cipal stress directions,
the photoelastic
interferometer
may be used to measure individual principal
stresses.
Requirements--Before
the photoelastic
interferometer
can be applied directly
to
the problem of stress measurements,
several essential
requirements
must be fulfilled.
First of all, since the state of stress
in general varies from point to point within
the model, it is necessary that the beam of
light that traverses the model come to a focus
within the model.
This is approximated
by
starting with as small a point source of light
as possible and choosing the focal length and
location of the lens in the optical path in such
a manner that a real image of the point source
falls within the model as shown in Figure 12.
For most problems,
it will be sufficient
if
the width of the beam within the model is
less than one millimeter.
The optical measurements can, at best, give the average state
of stress over the small area of the model
through which the light beam passes.
Another
essential
feature is that the
beam of light that penetrates the model must
be plane-polarized
and vibrating
in a principal stress direction.
Since there are two
principal
stress directions
at every point
and the directions
vary from point to point,
there must be some convenient
provision
made to rotate the plane of polarization
into
the principal
stress directions.
In addition, there must be a means of quickly determining
when the plane of polarization
coincides with a principal
stress direction.
These conditions are fulfilled by making use
of two small polarizing
disks (“Polaroids”)
and two n.ica half-wave
plates.
The first
polarizing
disk is mounted in a fixed position on the optical rail immediately
in front
It is oriented in such
of the light source.
a position that the transmitted
light is polarized in a vertical plane.
Thus, the light
will be vertically
polarized in the remainder
of the optical system with the exception of
the small interval between the two mica halfwave plates.
Figures
11 and 12 show the
location
of the half-wave
plates and their
The two mica plates are split
mountings.
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to be half-wave
plates for the green line of
mercury
and are linked mechanically
to rotate in unison.
The two plates are cut from
the same sheet of mica, but the second plate
is set in reverse position with respect to the
first plate.
When the first plate causes a
rotation of the plane of polarization into some
position other than vertical,
the second plate
produces the reverse effect.
This insures
that the light emerging from the second plate
is always polarized in a vertical plane, regardless of the plane of polarization
of the
light in the interval between the half-wave
plates.
This fulfills the requirement
of rotating the plane of polarization
of the light
beam that penetrates the model.
Orienting Light Beam in Principal Stress
Direction--In
order to determine
when the
plane of polarization
of the light beam that
penetrates the model coincides with a principal stress direction, an auxiliary polarizing
disk called the analyzer,
which is oriented
to pass only horizontally
polarized light, is
placed in front of the telescope at the same
time that the light beam in the outside path
is cut off. Since the analyzer passes only
horizontally
polarized light and only vertically polarized light emerges from the second half-wave
plate, the light field in the
telescope will be extinguished.
If a stressed,
doubly-refractive
model is now placed between the mica plates, the light that emerges
from the model will not, in general, be planepolarized.
The emerging light vector may,
however, be resolved into two components,
one coplanar with the incident beam and qne
perpendicular
to it. The second half-wave
plate will rotate the coplanar component into
a vertical
plane, and the perpendicular
component into a horizontal plane which will pass
unchanged through the analyzer and will appear in the telescope as a light field.
As
the mica plates are rotated in unison, the
intensity of illumination
in the telescope will
vary from extinction
to full illumination.
Extinction
occurs when the plane of polarization of the light beam incident upon the
model coincides with a principal
stress direction.
Relation
Between Refractive
Indices
and Principal
Stresses--At
this point, it
would be well to review the laws relating
changes in refractive
indices to principal
stresses
as investigated
by such men as
Maxwel13? Neumann 3,1 Favre ‘,” Filon “,’ and

For plane stress,
these relations
others.
are:
61 = ClU* + C,Ul
. . . . . . - . (12)
s* = ClUl t- c&.
where
6

represents
index,

u, principal
C,

change in refractive

The condensing lens, shown at the center
of Figure 10, is a compound lens with a focal
length of approximately
one meter.

stress,

stress-optical

coefficient,

denoting
1, 2, subscripts
stress directions.
Solving equation
stresses:
u1 = AE1 + BE,
z&+A~~'

02

where

ing for the light source is of special design
to provide a small aperture and holders for
the required filter and Polaroid.
Auxiliary
equipment for operation of the light source,
such as transformer,
flow switch, and solenoid, is mounted on the table directly under
the lamp housing.

and
Both the light source and the lens are
mounted on movable
carriages
which, in
turn, are mounted on a pair of optical rails.
The light source can be adjusted vertically,
laterally,
and along the rails, and the lens
can be moved vertically
and along the rails.

principal

(12) for the principal

*

'

'

'

-

'

'

. (i3)

Figure 11 is a close-upview of the photoelastic interferometer
showi,ng details of
construction.

the constants A and B, are defined by:

Cl

B=n
1

A darkened, ventilated room is required
for proper and efficient operation of the photoelastic interferometer.
Further,
since the
instrument
is sensitive to movements of the
order of the wave length of light, it is necessary that the temperature remain nearly constant while readings are being taken. Therefore, in selecting
a location for installing
the instrument,
care must be taken to see
that the above requirements
are met.
In
addition a water supply of not less than four
gallons per minute, with waste facilities,
a
constant-voltage
electrical
source suitable
for the mercury light, and a source of compressed air for use in loading the models
must be available.

. . - . . . . . - (14)
2

Since A and B canbe evaluated by a simple calibration
experiment
(which will be
outlined later), the principal
stresses,
u1
and uz, can be determined
by equation (13)
in terms of the changes in refractive
indices,
and the latter are linearly related to thenumber of interference
fringes that pass the
cross-hairs
in the telescope while the model
is undergoing a change of stress.
The individual principal
stresses are, therefore,
linear functions of the fringe displacements.
Construction

and Installation
A substantial table must be provided on
which to mount the component parts of the
It must have sufficient stability
instrument.
to provide
a vibration-free
stand for the
photoelastic
interferometer.
Since such a
table is heavy and is not likely to be moved
once the installation
has been made, it has
been found convenient to have the water, electricity’,
and compressed
air supplies terminate on the table.

As stated previously,
the photoelastic
interferometer
being used by the Bureau of
Reclamation
was designed and constructed
by Bureau personnel. Detailed shop drawings
are not included in this monograph but they
have been prepared to cover all details of
construction.
‘Figure 10 shows the over-all appearance
and arrangement
of the component parts of
the apparatus.

Adjustment

The light source, shown at the extreme
right in Figure IO, is a water-cooled,
highintensity,
mercury-vapor
lamp.
The hous-

Aligning
Flats--The
first step in obtaining fringes in the telescope is the adjustment
of the optical flats and parallels
23

(hereafter
all are called
flats)
of the instrument.
This alignment
can be done by using
an indoor
target
method
or by utilizing
some
distant
object
visible
from
the place
where
the adjustment
is being made.
The following
discussion
of this step in the adjustment
of
the photoelastic
interferometer
is based
on
the use of targets.
Kowever,
if use of a
distant
object is more feasible,
then the procedure
should
be modified
by replacing
the
targets
by the distant
object.
quired

Necessary
are:

facilities’

and

equipment

Figure
14 shows
the numbering
of the
optical
flats,
Targets
suitable
for use in
this
adjustment
are shown
in Figure
15.
These
should
be made
on heavy
show card
stock
or bristol
board.
Dimensions
should
be based on actual measurements
of the spacing of the flats
of the photoelastic
interferometer
being adjusted.
Figure
14 also shows schematically
the
steps to be taken in the adjustment.
Figure
16 shows
the positions
of the flats
in their
mounts
for the completed
adjustment.

re-

a. A room
with a clear
area about
50
feet or more
square,
which
can be darkened.
Two aisles
50 feet in length at right
angles
to each other would be satisfactory
b.

A surveyor’s

C.

A precision

bench

d.

A precision

la-inch

e.

A fifty-foot

tape

transit
level
scale

f. Extension
cords and flood
illuminating
the targets
g. Screwdrivers
and wrenches
justing
mounts
on the photoelastic
ferometer
base
h.

Flashlight

i.

C-clamps

j.

24-inch

k.

Large

45’

1.

Plumb

bob

The photoelastic
interferometer
should
be set up on a table
near one corner
of the
room
with
L4 nearest
the corner.
The setup
shouid
be rigid
and free from
vibration
and
movement.
The base should then be leveled.
Remove
all flats
from
their
frames
on the
base.
Align all frames
at approximately
45’
with a line between
centers
of the mounts,
and adjust
them so that their horizontal
centerlines
are all at the same
elevation.
It
will also be found convenient
to remove
the
complete
half-wave
plate
assemblies
and
the telescope
support
while
the adjustment
is being
made.

lamps

for

Set up the transit
8 or 10 feet in front
of L1 in line with
LlL*.
Place
the inserts
containing
vertical
and horizontal
center
line cross-hairs
in frames
L1 and L,.
Adjust the transit
so that the vertical
and horizontal
centerline
cross-hairs
of the inserts
in L, and L,+ are on the cross-hairs
of the
transit.
Remove
insert
from
L,,
replace
flat
L,, and place insert
in Le.
Adjust
flat
L4 until
centerlines
of the insert
in L, are
on cross-hairs
of the transit,
and remove
Locate
center
of target
A on
both inserts.
line
L4Ls and level
the horizontal
centerline of target
A and target
B by moving
the
targets.
Using
the plumb
bob establish
a
point on the floor
on line L4Le , 8 to 10 feet
in front
of L, to be used as the second
position of the transit.

for adinter-

straight-edge
triangle

Two inserts
containing
vertical
and
m.
horizontal
cross-hair
centerlines.
When
inserted
in the optical
flat frame
the crosshairs
must be in the plane of the reflecting
Figure
17 shows
surface
of the optical
flat.
the shape and dimensions
of these inserts.

To make the first
adjustment
place flat
LX in position
and adjust
the capstan
nuts so
that the centerlines
of the image
of target
B
are on the cross-hairs
of the transit.
Now
plunge
the transit
and locate
the center
of
target
C on Llh
and level
the horizontal
centerline
of targets
C, D, and E.
The
transit
is now moved
to the position
previously
established
in front
of Le on the line

n. Two targets:
One with two centers
a distance
apart
equal
to
L1L4,
on the
same horizontal
centerline,
and one with
three
centers
spaced distances
apart
equal
to L1L2 and LaLs or L,L,
and LsLe,
all
located

on the same

horizontal

centerline.
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FIGURE 14 -- Adjustment
interferometer.

Target

C

Target

D
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of photoelastic

FIGURE 15 -- Alignment

targets

for adjusting

interferometer.

For the third adjustment
place flat J+
in position and adjust the capstan nuts to obtain coincident images of target C by the two
separate paths L14Le and LIL&s.

L&
and adjusted to the horizontal
plane
through the centerlines of the targets.
Align
the transit on line 4Le by rotating it about
its vertical axis so that the vertical centerline of target A 1s on the vertical cross-hair
of the transit.
Plunge the telescope or rotate the transit’1800
about its vertical
axis,

To
flat La
ages in
the two
using a

The second adjustment is made by placing flat Le in position and adjusting the capstan nuts so that the centerlines of the image
of target E is on the cross-hairs
of the
transit.
The images of targets C and E should
be coincident.

make the fourth adjustment
place
in position and obtain coincident imthe transit of targets C and D through
separate paths LlL,L,
and &L,L,
cardboard mask as required.

Finally,
for the fifth adjustment,
place
L, in position and make adjustments similar
to those on La . Coincident images must be
26

From light
source

“--Aluminized

G
To observer

FIGURE 16 -- Position of flats
photoelastic
lterferometer.

in mounts during
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adjustment

of

obtained from targets C and D through paths
LA&,
and LaLsL, , using cardboard nasks
as required.

and targets are placed from the flats, thr:
less apparent will be the double-image effect.
If the photoelastic
interferometer
has
been removed from its permanent installationfor this phase of the adjustment, it should
now be returned to its supports and leveled
carefully.
The transit should be set up and
the light source and the condensing lens adjusted in elevation
to bring them into the
same horizontal
plane with the centerlines
of the optical flats. The support for the telescope should be replaced.

The transit must be placed far enough
away from the optical flats and the targets
to permit proper focusing. Also, the greater
the distance that the targets can be placed
away from the flats, the less critical
will
be the spacing between the targets in relation to the actual spacing between the flats.
Double images may be present due to reflection from both surfaces of flats L1, La,
L 5, and Le. Care must be taken to insure
that the proper reflection is being used. Here
again, the greater the distance the transit

Adjustment
of LiPht Path--The next step
is the adjustment of the light path. Reference

DETAIL
NOTES
Two required
Fabricate
from
one-half
Slot screws for insertion

FIGURE 17 -of photoelastic

inch
of

Machine
plastic.
0.007”

screws

Dia. wire.

Insert
for aligning
interferometer.

optical
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flats

during

adjustment

OF SLOT

to Figure 10 will show the relative positions
of the light source, the lens, and the photoelastic interferometer.
With the light operating,
the optical
rails,
on which are
mounted the light source and the lens, should
be adjusted until the aperture
of the light
source and the center of the lens are on the
line
L 1L2L,.
Move the lens along the optical rails until the light beam is focused approximately
midway between Ls and Le. The
light going around the outside path should be
checked to see that the beam is approximately
centered in the flats.
When this is accomplished, the optical rails should be secured
Minor adjustment
of the light
to the table.
path can be made by means of the sliding
base support of the light source.
A large
and a small aperture are provided for the
It will be more convenient
light source.
if the initial adjustment
of the light path is
made with the larger opening in front of the
light, but for final checking of the alignment
and observation of the field in the telescope.,
the smaller
opening should be used. With
the telescope in place and focused approximately on L, the field should be large and
uniform for both the inside and outside paths
when viewed through the telescope.

analyzer in the light path, insert the halfwave plate nearest the light source into its
The half-wave plate is then rotated
mount.
without disturbing
the zero setting of the
The
indicator
scales until extinction occurs.
second half-waveplate
is then put in its mount
After
and rotated until extinction
occurs.
this adjustment is completed,
the half-wave
plates are locked in position by means of
their locking nuts. The half-wave plate assemblies‘are
unlocked and rotated simultaneously and extinction
observed.
If the
adjustment
is correct the extinction will be
complete and uniform over the whole range
If extincof motion of the half-wave plates.
tion is relieved due to rotation of the plates,
the second plate is removed and turned over,
and the adjustment
of that plate repeated.
The final step in the adjustment
of the
photoelastic
interferometer
is the obtaining
of interference
fringes at flat Le. Initially,
the fringes are obtained without a model or
compensating
piece of material
being used.
The adjustment is made by means of the three
capstan nuts on mount Le. The adjustment
consists of a very careful movement
of L,
until the fringes are obtained.
There can be
no precise method outlined here because the
procedure
is essentially
cut and try.
A
sharp pin point inserted in the light path immediately
after the first Polaroid and the
filter may prove helpful.
Adjustment
of L,
should be made to bring the two images of
the pin together. Interference fringes should
occur when the images are coincident.

The Polaroid
and the monochromatic
filter should be installed in the light housing,
and the Polaroid adjusted to pass vertically
polarized
light.
This is done by use of a
Nicol prism which is placed on the optical
rail between the lens and light and set to
pass horizontally
polarized
light.
The polaroid is rotated until extinction of the light
occurs and’then locked in this position. After
the polarizer
has been adjusted the Nicol
prism is removed from the light path. The
analyzer directly
in front of the telescope
is then placed in position and rotated until
extinction
occurs when viewed through the
telescope.
The analyzer is locked in this
position in its mount.

Calibration

cipal

AS shown previously the individual prinstresses are given by the equations:

u1 = AS1 + B6,

The half-wave
plate assemblies,
with
the half-wave
plates removed,
are now installed on the base and adjusted until the
beam of light is passing through the center
of the opening on the assemblies.
After they
are in position they should be fastened securely in place and the drive wire, which
moves them simultaneously,
installed.
The
indicator
scales on both assemblies
are set
at zero and the assemblies locked to prevent
rotation.
With both the polarizer
and the

Numerical
values for A and B are determined by a simple calibration experiment.
A calibration
test specimen is cut from the
same plate as the experimental model, placed
in the photoelastic
interferometer,
and subjected to stress.
The principal
stress directions are determined by the method outlined.
These directions are set, in succesThe dial gage
sion, on the half-wave plates.
readings,
L and R, are obtained, in turn, by
noting the fringe movement between the po29

sition of load and no load for each principal
stress direction at the point being analyzed
in the test specimen. In equations (13) let L
be a measure of 51, expressed in terms of
dial gage readings, and let R be a measure
of 52' also expressed in terms of dial gage
readings. In the specimen 0'2 = O and 0'1 =
Pia; therefore, by inserting values ofL ,
R. O'lt and 0'2 into equations (13) the numerical values of A and B can be determined.
The values are functions of the model material, the model thickness, and the wave
length of the light being used.
Figure 18 shows the arrangement for
calibration.
The test specimen in this figure is one-half inch thick, one inch wide,
and four inches long. The width-to-length
ratio must be kept sufficiently small so that
the 02 stress can be considered as zero. In
this case the test piece is being loaded in
compression although a tensile test would
be satisfactory provided proper care is taken
in assigning sign conventions to the stresses,
the deflections, and the constants.
Readings are taken across a section at
the mid-length of the test piece. Usually
five points across the width will be sufficient
to provide a satisfactory average,

length of glass through which the outside
path of light must travel is changed. Therefore, the change in length of the outside light
path may be made equal to the change of the
inside path. A micrometer measuring dial
bears against an insert in the tangent arm,
and changes in length of the outside path are
indicated on the micrometer dial.
The procedure to be followed in preparation of photoelastic models is discussed
in a Section tmder that title. Also discussed
are the loading frame and the air piston and
their use. Therefore. it will be assumed
that the photoelastic interferometer
is in
adjustment. the model of the structure has
been prepared and mounted in the loading
frame. the model material has been calibrated. and the experiment is ready to proceed.
The model is loaded with dead weight
and unloaded by means of an air piston which
removes the dead weight. The air to the
piston ~ controlled by a valve system on
the top of the interferometer
table. This
valve system provides a method of supplying air to the piston and exhausting the air
from the piston.

The calibrating is done at three or four
load increments for load intensities in the
region of those expected in the model of the
structure. An average value for all loads is
determined and used .

Operation

Reference has been made previously to
the fact that the individual principal stresses
are linear functions of the fringe displacements and are measured by the number of
fringes that pass by the cross-hairs in the
telescope while the model is undergoing a
chan~e in stress. fu actual operation, howeve1, it is not necessary to count the numher of fringes that pass the cross-hairs in
the telescope. The operation is much more
rapid and more accurate if the outside path
is changed in length by an amount equal to
the refractive change of the inside path by
using the clear glass optical parallel" Ls ,
which is mounted on a spindle and equipped
with a tangent arm and a tangent screw. As
the tangent screw is turned, the effective

FIGURE 18 --Calibration
speci.lnen
in photoelastic
interferometer.
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The

operation

of the photoelastic

inter-

outer
knob of the two which control
the shutters and analyzer
Polaroid.
The operator
then rotates
the half-wave
plates
until
extinction
is observed.
This is done with the
load on the model.
There
are two positions
of the half-wave
plates
that give extinction.
These
are the two principal
stress
directions
and the two settings
of the half-wave
plates
will be 45 degrees
apart.
The recorder
reads
and records
these angles
in the proper
columns on the data sheet (see Figure
19).

ferometer
normally
requires
an operator
and a recorder.
The operator
controls
the
loading
and unloading
of the model,
the halfwave plates,
and the measuring
dial.
The
recorder
reads
the angle
of rotation
of the
half-wave
plates
and the measuring
dial and
records
these readings.
The first
step is to adjust
the focus
of
the inside
light path so that the light has its
minimum
diameter
spot in the model.
This
is accomplished
by sliding
the lens on the
optical
rails
until the minimum
spot of light
exists
in the model.

After
the half-wave
plates
are set so
that the light
is passing
through
the model
in a principal
stress
direction,
the analyzer
Polaroid
and the shutter
are removed
from
the light
paths,
and the operator
is ready
to take readings.
The operator
uses his
left hand to operate
the valve
system
which
controls
the loading
of the model,
and with
his right
hand he operates
the screw
which
controls
the movement
of the tangent
arm
and the micrometer
measuring
dial for measuring
the movement
of the fringes.
The dial
is set on zero by the recorder
and the operator
removes
the load from
the model
by
means
of the valve
system.
The operator
selects
some
fringe
with reference
to the
cross-hairs
of the telescope.
As he releases
the air from
the piston
and the load is applied
to the model,
he keeps this reference
fringe
in the same
position
with respect
to
the cross-hairs
of the telescope.
This
is
accomplished
by turning
the tangent
motion
screw
which
rotates
Ls and also moves
the
micrometer
measuring
dial.
When the entire
load is on the model
the recorder
reads
the dial and returns
it to zero position.
The
observer
repeats
the procedure;
and, if the
two readings
check,
the recorder
enters
the
reading
in the proper
column
on the data
sheet.
The recorder
then turns
the halfwave plate to the other
principal
stress
direction
which
has been previously
determined.
The procedure
for taking
readings
is then repeated
at this new direction.
After
the readings
have been taken in both principal
stress
directions,
the model
is moved
to a new point by means
of the screw
feeds
on the loading
frame,
and the entire
procedure
of determining
principal
stress
directions
and fringe
movements
is repeated.
This is continued
until
all points
necessary
for the stress
study have been read.

The next step is the orientation
of the
model
with respect
to the scales
on the loading frame.
The outside
path of light is blocked
by means
of the single
shutter
which
is controlled
by the small
inner
knob of the two
which
control
the shutters
and the analyzer
The telescope
is adjusted
until it
Polaroid.
is focused
on the model.
The model
is then
loaded
and moved
vertically
by means
of
the screw
feed of the loading
mechanism
until
the point of light is on the edge of the model,
or other
such point,
which
is to be used as
The scale and
a horizontal
reference
line.
vernier
are adjusted
to some arbitrary
reading selected
for easy
use in a coordinate
system.
The same
procedure
is repeated
for the lateral
orientation.
Due to the backlash in the traversing
mechamsm,
the screw
feed should
always
be turned
in the same direction,
when approaching
a point for reading, as was used in orienting
the model.
Next,
the shutter
is removed
from
the
outside
light path,
and the telescope
is again
focused
approximately
on L,.
The model
is
moved
to the first
point
at which
a reading
is to be taken.
A compensating
piece of material,
cut from the same sheet of plastic
as
the model,
is inserted
in the compensator
holder
in the outside
light path to compensate
for the model
being placed in the inside
light
The compensator
holder
is then adpath.
justed
until
fringes
are
cases,
minor
adjustment
necessary.

obtained.
of flat

I,,

In some
may be

The next step is the determination
of the
principal
stress
directions.
The analyzer
Polaroid
and the shutter
which
blocks
the
outside
light
path are moved
into position
in front
of the telescope
by turning
the large

sheet,
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convenient form for recording all necessary
data for computing the principal
stresses.
It includes space for computing and entering
the stresses in rectangular
coordinates
as
well as the necessary equations for computing the stresses.
Space is also provided for
recording pertinent data such as personnel,
applied loading, calibration factors, project,
and date.

been used to determine the distribution
of
stress across various sections of a single
barrel conduit.
This is the same conduit
for which the boundary stresses were obtained using the photoelastic
polariscope.
Reference
is made to Figures
7 and 8.
Figure 7 gives data regarding
loading and
dimensions
of the model and prototype
structure.
Figure 8 shows the results of
the stress analysis.

Example

t&

The photoelastic

interferometer

Figure 19 presents the data fromwhich
;tBsezn;B
*determined
for
lines

has

THE BABINET

COMPENSATOR

General

C, the stress-optic

The Babinet Compensator, see Figure 20,
is an instrument
designed for the precise
measurement
of the relative retardation
of
light due to double refraction.
Magnitudes
in the order of one-hundredth of a wave length
can be measured with the Babinet Compensator.
Thus, it is possible to determine with
great accuracy fractional fringe order values
in photoelastic models.
This is of particular
value when a small difference
of principal
stress exists in the region of interest in the
model.

t,

ai and a2, the principal

thickness,

and

stresses.

Since theBabinetCompensator
also measures relative retardation,
it is possible to
compensate the relative retardationin
a photoelastic model with the Babinet Compensator
and thus determine the difference in principal
stresses by proper calibration
of the compensator.
Equation ( 15) is valid not only for applying
the Babinet Compensator but is, in fact, the
basis for all photoelastic stress analyses.

Theory
It can be shown analytically
and verified
experimentallya3r34j35that
the relative retardation of light in the two principal stress
* directions
caused by double refraction,
as
a photoelastic
model is subjected to stress,
is a, direct measure of the difference
of the
principal
stresses,
For a two-dimensional
stress system this stress-optic
law can be
expressed as

Construction
The basic elements of the Babinet Compensator are two right angle quartz prisms
each with equal acute angles of approximately
2-l/2 degrees.
However,
the optical axes
of the two prisms are perpendicular
to each
other.
Also, one prism is fixed and the other
is movable relative to the first so as to make
the combined thickness
of the two prisms
variable.
The movement
is accomplished
with a fine screw with a graduated drum head
so that the amount of movement can be accurately determined.
Reference cross-hairs
are fixed relative to the fixed prism.
When

Rt = ct (u1 - u22). . . . . . . . (15)
where:
Rt

plate or model

constant,

represents
the relative retardation between the two light components,
33

FIGURE 20 --Typical

arrangement of Babinet Compensator and model.

the graduated drl.un head is in zero position
the two prisms have the same thickness at
the cross-hairs.

tained in the eyepiece of the Babinet Compensator. A small aperture must be provided between the light source and the model
to restrict the area covered to a small enough
region that the stress difference will be essentially constant over the area illuminated.

When polarized light passes through the
prisms of the Babinet Compensator, it is
resolved into rectangular components and
emerges with a relative retardation caused
by the passage through different thicknesses
in the two prisms.
Only at the zero position will there be no retardation.
When a
stressed model which is doubly refractive
is placed in the polarized light beam a relative retardationwill be produced by the model.
This can be compensated with the Babinet
Compensator by moving the prism until the
zero position occurs at the point under investigation.
By proper calibration the amount of movement can be used to measure
the difference in principal stresses at the
point in question,

Application

The Babinet Compensator is used in conj unction w ith a source of monochromatic
light which is plane-polarized by means of
a polaroid. The light source and polarizer
are set up on one side of the model and the
compensator on the other. The compensator
eyepiece contains the analyzer. The polarizer is set, by using the Nicol prism equipped
with spirit levels, to polarize the light in a
vertical plane. This is not strictly necessaryas any plane of polarization may be
used so long as it is known. The eyepiece
of the compensator has a mark on it which
shows the plane of polarization of the analyzer. The analyzer is then "crossed" with

It is necessary that the light source be
polarized. However, the analyzer is con34

conditions of load and no load. The movement is measured by means of the micrometer screw which moves the wedges.
If the
directions
of the principal
stresses are desired,
they may be determined
by use of
the protractor
scale attached to the compensator.

the polarizer.
If the eyepiece is held in this
position and the compensator
is rotated,
it
will be found that there are two positions
where there is maximum brilliance of fringes
and two positions
of extinction
where no
fringes exist.
These positions are 90 degrees apart.
The correct
reading of the
compensator
is where the maximum
movement of the fringes is obtained, and the maximum movement of the fringes occurs when
the axes of the wedges are in a principalstress direction.
It has been found by experimentation
that, if the procedure
is as
outlined above, the maximum movement occurs
where the maximum
brilliance
of the
fringes occurs.
Therefore,
by holding the
analyzer and polarizer
“crossed”
and rotating the wedges until maximum
brilliance
is obtained, the compensator is immediately
put in operating position.
The load may then
be applied to the model and readings taken.
Readings are taken by setting the cross hairs
of the instrument on a fringe and then measuring the movement
of the fringe between

Model

Materials

As with the other methods of photoelastic
analysis,
the model material must be doubly
refractive.
Thus, the usual photoelastic
model materials,
such as Columbia Resin,
CR-39, and Catalin 61-893 can be used with
the Babinet Compensator.
It is possible also
to use materials which are much less sensitive optically than the usual materials
used
for the photoelastic
polariscope
and photoelastic interferometer
since the Babinet Compensator measures
very small changes of
stress.
Because of this, it is sometimes
possible to make built-up models using Pyralin, cementing the joints with acetone.

THE BEGGS DEFORMETER

General

Theory

The Beggs Deformeter 3e,s7is an apparatus, devised by the late Professor George E.
Beggs of Princeton University,
for the mechanical solution of statically
indeterminate
frame structures.
Small elastic scale models
of structures
are deformed by a special set
of plugs and gages, and the resulting deformations in the model are accurately
measured by means of micrometer
microscopes.

The basis of the deformeter
method of
stress analysis comes from a direct application of Maxwell’s
Law of Reciprocal
Displacements
which states: If a force P, applied at point A in direction
6A, causes a
deflection
6 at point 8 in direction
eB, than
a force kP , applied at point 8 in direction
‘B * will cause a deflection k6 at point A in
direction
6A.

The Beggs Deformetermethod
automatically
takes into account the work in a
structure
due to moment, thrust, and shear,
as well as the effect of haunches, sharp corners, brackets,
and other shape changes.
In the usual analytical
methods only work
due to moment is considered and odd shapes
are difficult
to evaluate. Further, the Beggs
Deformeter
apparatus has the advantage over
other types of deformeter
model methods
because it uses micrometer
microscopes
in the
which require only small deformations
models,
so that the distortion
of the model
is not great enough to introduce any error.

There is shown at (A) of Figure 21 an
indeterminate
frame structure
composed
of a beam and a column.
It is fixed at points
a and b and loaded at point c with a force P.
This structure is equivalent to the structure
shown at (B) where the restraint at the base
of the column has been replaced my the reactions S, T, and M. These reactions, as
yet undetermined,
are such that there is no
displacement or change of slope at the base of
the column.
The structure wiIl be statically
determinate
when the magnitudes
of these
three reactions have been determined.
35

To determine the magnitude of the horizontal force S, assume that the column base
is on frictionless
rollers and therefore free
to displace laterally.
Under the action of
the force P, the structure
will assume the
shape shown at (C) of Figure 21, and at point
b the column will move outward a distance
d. Now assume the structure
to be loaded
not with the force P but only with the horizontal force S at the column base as shown
at (D). The value of S is such that at point
b.the column moves inward a distance d.
Simultaneously,
the unloaded point c moves
upward a distance e. When these two systems are superimposed,
the result is the
original
structure with its original loading.

where j is the deflection
at the load point c
caused by the angular rotation h (measured
in radians) as shown in Figure 21 (F), and
n is the scale factor.
The scale factor is
the ratio of prototype dimensions to corresponding model dimensions.
Construction

The Beggs Deformeter apparatus is m anufactured commercially.
The one in use by
the Bureau of Reclamation
was purchased
in 1938 directly
from the inventor.
Some
minor modifications
have been made in later
modelsee but they are unimportant and affect
only the appearance
and not the theory or
operation of the apparatus.
Figure 22 shows
a typical arrangement
of the instrument
and
a model.
The model is a representation
of
a frame section of the Grand Coulee Pumping
Plant.

Applying Maxwell’s
Law to the structures and loads shown at (6) and (D) gives
the relation
d
F=s

The standard BeggsDeformeter
set includes six gage blocks, with normal plugs;
three micrometer
microscopes
complete
with stands; one set each of deformeter plugs
for moment,
thrust, and shear; and minor
miscellaneous
accessories.

or
“=‘;a..
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(16)

The force S is therefore
equal to the
product of the known force P and the ratio
of the deflections
e and d. The deflections
e and d exist simultaneously
on the structure shown at (D), and, regardless
of the
force S required to produce the deflection
d
in this structure,
the ratio of e to d will remain unchanged. The magnitude of d is therefore quite arbitrary.
Furthermore,
the ratio
of e to d is independent
of the size of the
This is the basis of the BeggsDestructure.
formeter
analysis.
By similar
that the vertical
the equation
T=Pf..

Models are usually mounted on a plane
sheet of 3/4-inch
thick plywood which in
turn is securely
clamped to a small table
of such a height as to allow the personnel
normally
to be seated while taking the readings.
Adequate illumination
of the model
must be provided,
but care should be taken
that no deflectionsdue to temperature stresses
are induced in the model by heat from the
Fluorescent
lamps,
of the
light source.
type used on drafting tables, have been found
to be the most satisfactory
means of illUminating the model.

reasoning
it can be shown
force T is expressed
by
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Figure 23 shows the method of applying
the displacements
and rotations to the model
by means of the gage block.
The gage block
is made of two notched steel bars.
Accurately ground, hardened steel plugs are inserted in the notches, and the two ‘steel bars
are held snugly against these plugs by means
of two small coil springs.
Each of the three
types of displacement
requires
a separate
These are all illustrated
in
set of plugs.
Figure 23. Now consider the model of Figure 21 and the group of gage blocks on Figure 23 labeled “Column fixed at base.”
For
the angular displacement employed in determining the moment M , one set of plugs is

(17)

where g is the deflection at the load point c
caused by the displacement
f acting at the
point b as shown in Figure 21 (E).
The moment
the relation

M=p;n

M acting

and Installation

at b is given by

. . . . . . . . . . (18)
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FIGURE22 --Typical
arrangement of Beggs Deformeter and model.

used. These are of circular cross-section;
but one is of larger diameter than the other .

is a shear displacement of the model to the
right.

For the first position the large plug is
in the left notch, and the small plug is in
the right notch. For the second position
the plugs are reversed.
The net effect is
an angular displacement in a clockwise direction. For the displacement used to determine the thrust, T, two sets of plugs are
used. For the first position the two plugs
used are of equal diameter and slightly larger
in diameter than the normal plugs. For the
second position, the plugs used are of equal
diameter and slightly smaller in diameter
than the normal plugs. The net effect is a
thrust along the axis of the member to which
the gage is clamped. For the displacement
used to determine the shear, S, onlyone set
of plugs is used. These were originally of
circular cross section but have an accurately
ground flat side or facet, as shown in the
figure.
In the first position these facets
face the upper left. In the second position
they face the upper right. The net effect

Microscopes equipped with filar eye-,
pieces are used to read the model displacements at points corresponding to the load
points of the actual structure.
Displacements must be read in the direction that the
applied loads act on the actual structure.
However, iRstead of actually applying loads
to the model, only known displacements at
the gage blocks are applied. The difference
in micrometer readings measures the model
displacement induced by the displacement
at the gage block from the first position of
the plugs to the second position of the plugs.

Calibration
As stated previously. accurately ground
plugs are inserted in notched gage blocks to
produce. separately. pure moment. thrust.
and shear deflections on the model. These
plugs are machinedto a tolerance of! 0.00005
inch. Deformations of the model at various
38
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load points
micrometer

are observed by means of 10X
microscopes
equipped with filar

In the most recent calibration (September
1950) made of the three microscopes
now
being used by the Bureau of Reclamation
the
calibrations
were found to be

eyepieces.
Calibration
factors,
which are a function of the plug diameters
and the micrometer microscopes,
are used to simplify
the
application
of the Beggs Deformeter.
When
calibration
factors are multiplied
by the microscope readings, the product is the ordinate
The magnitude of
of an influence diagram.
the moment,
thrust,
or shear at the gage
block for a traveling
unit load is given by
the corresponding
influence diagram.

1 microscope

unit = 19_’66 x 10-6 inch
(No. 4829)
= 19.63 x 1O-6 inch
(No. 4836)
= 19.58 x 10m6 inch
(No. 4835)

or an average
The calibration
of the micrometer
microscopes consists of the determination
of
a factor which relates the value of one unit
of movement
of the reticle or cross-hairs
to a unit of length.
The microscope
should
be assembled
and mounted in its support
stand.
In the assembling of the microscope,
care must be taken that the micrometer
is
firmly
seated on the optical tube and that
the objective at the other end of the optical
tube is screwed completely
into position.
Another requirement is that the unit be propThe eyepiece should be first
erly focused.
focused on the reticle by screwing the eyepiece inward or outward until the reticle
is most clearly
visible.
While doing this
the microscope
should be directed
toward
a broad source of illumination
suc:l as a
sheet of white paper rather than being focused
on any external object.
After the reticle
is in sharp focus the microscope
should be
focused on the object by sliding the optical
tube up or down until a sharp focus is aWhen the eye is moved from side
thieved.
to side of the eyepiece,
there must be no
apparent relative motion or parallax effect
between the reticle and the object.
If such
motion exists, adjustment must be repeated
until it has been eliminated.
A calibrated
micrometer
microscope
will be in proper
calibration
only when it is in proper focus3?

of
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The calibration of the plugs is somewhat
more complicated.
It is possible to calibrate
directly
by using the dimensions indicated on
the plugs, or by reading actual displacements
produced by thevarious plugs and gage blocks.
Calibration
using the plug dimensions is indicated by Figure 24. Figure 25 outlines
the procedure
to be followed when actual
deflections
caused by the plugs are used as
a basis for determination
of the calibration
constants.
In this method there is no need
to know the absolute values of either the plug
dimensions
or the micrometer
units.
All
that is required are deformations in micrometer units.
Since the deflections at the various load points are also read in micrometer
units the requirement,
as discussed in the
theory oi the instrument,
of knowing the ratio
of the two readings rather than actual values
is satisfied.
Also indicated on Figure 25 are
the deflections
in micrometer
units and the
constants now being used as calibration
factors for the Beggs Deformeter
apparatus.
Operation
The principal material
used for models
in the BeggsDeformeter
is sheet plastic such
as Lucite,
Lumarith,
or Plexiglas.
The
usual thickness
is 0.1 inch, but for relatively rigid models the thickness
may be
reduced to 0.06 inch or less.
Other materials
that have been used include cardboard and sheet cork.

A stage micrometer,
with a glass object slide and a 2 mm scale, subdivided into
units of 0.01 mm, is used to calibrate
the
microscopes.
The micrometer
microscope
is focused on the stage micrometer,
and a
reading taken across the 2 mm scale.
Repeat readings should be taken until a consistent value is obtained.
This procedure
should be followed
for all microscopes
of
the apparatus.

The model is laid out on the plastic material to scale.
Boundary lines are made
with a sharp-pointed
scriber.
Members of
the model structure
should be made with
the same proportions
of stiffness as those
of the actual structure
by making the width
40
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Units :
P is expressed in radians,
81 and a2 as micrometer units,
d as inches,
m as micrometer units per inch,
n scale factor- dimensionless
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= 0.0003888

using measured deflections.

of the model members proportional to the
c ube root of the moment of inertia of the
prototype members. For continuous structures, such as conduits or tunnels, this will
result in the model width being proportioned
to the thickness of the prototype section.
Deflection readings are taken at the load
point in the direction the applied load is acting on the actual structure.
To accomplish
this for externally acting loads, the members should be subdivided into short increments of length. The centers of these increments should be located, and a fine reference line, made with either a very sharppointed scriber or a corner of a razor blade,
drawn on the model in the direction the load
is acting. The length increments should
be sufficiently small so that any significant
change in the readings will be apparent when
they are evaluated. Because of the resulting simplification in computations, it is best,
when possible to use equal increments of
length along any one member. For boundary
loads, these reference lines should be drawn
from the boundary toward the center of the
member. They should be sufficiently long

to allow for accurate orientation of the micrometer microscope.
For dead load effects, the model should be divided into small
sections and the centers of gravity of these
sections located. A reference line should
be drawn through the center of gravity in
the direction of the force of gravity.
It is
important that the microscope be oriented
in the exact direction that the load is acting.
When the model has been laid out to scale
and the load points located, it should be carefully cut to line by some means such as a
scroll saw, rotary sanding drum, and file.
Care should be exercised to make the layout and the cutting as accurate as possible.
since smal1 errors in the model will be
greatly magnified in the actual structure.
Figure 27 is a photograph of a model showing the method of locating the reference lines
for external and internal loads on the boundary.
The ~ext step involves fastening the
model to the gage block and mounting the
gage block on the board. For the purpose

FIGURE26 --Beggs
deformeter model of
single barrel conduit.
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FIGURE 27 -- Beggs
deformeter model
showing load points
and pinned-end
joints.

to form a knife edge at the exact center of
the plug. These plugs should be inserted in
the gage block.
Place a steel straight-edge
across the knife edges and adjust the model
in the gage block until the reference line at
the invert of the conduit is in line with the
straight-edge
and thus is a prolongation
of
the reference line at the crown.
The model
should now be clamped securely to the gage
block.
Care should be taken that no distortion is induced in the model by this clamping
operation.
After the clamps have been securely fastened, check the alignment.
Two
sizes ofclamps
are included with the apparatus.
One size is the same width as half
a gage block and is attached by means of
four screws.
This size should be used for
relatively
rigid models such as fixed end
members.
The other size clamp is much
narrower
and has only two screws for attachment.
It is better suited for relatively
flexible members.

Df this explanation
consider the case of a
single barrel
conduit as shown in Figure
26. It will be found convenient,
for saving
work and providing checks, if the model is
cut on an axis of symmetry.
In this example, let the cut be made at the crown.
Before making the cut, locate and drill a No.
70 drill size pivot hole at a point l/8 inch
From the line on which the cut will be made
on the normal to this line through the centerline of the member.
That is to say, the
hole should be so located that it will make
the model pivot about the center point of the
cut. This hole should be on the side of the
model that will be fastened to the movable
half of the gage block.
The cut can then be
made.
It should be approximately
0.03 inch
wide with equal amounts of material removed
from each side of the line.
The model may now be fastened loosely
to the rsage block and the gage block secured
to the board.
Two special plugs have been
fabricated
for use in aligning the gage block
and the model.
These plugs are the same
diameter as normal plugs, but the part which
projects above the gage block was machined

The fixed end is the most frequent type
of end condition encountered.
For this condition the member is securely
clamped to
the gage block as outlined above. However,
44

a pinned-end member often occurs.
In this
case the gage block must transmit only thrust
and shear deflections to the model.
This is
accomplished
by the use of a small steel
ball inserted in the model at the point where
the pinned joint is to be. The ball should
be slightly larger in diameter than the thickness of the model and should be press fitted
The pivot pin
into the hole in the model.
should be removed from the gage block by
pressing it out from the under side.
This
will leave a small hole as a seat for the steel
ball.
There is a similar
hole in the clamp
which provides a seat for the top of the ball.
The screws holding the clamp should be drawn
up sufficiently
tight to prevent displacement
of the steel ball but still allow for rotation.
A check should be made at the gage block
to see that this condition exists.
Figure 27
shows a model with pinned-end connectors
of this type.
The model must be supported at a sufficient number of points to restrict
all deformation to the plane of the model.
This is
accomplished
by supporting
the model on
small steel balls and placing small lead
weights on top of the model to hold it-down.
These supports and weights can be seen in
Figures 22 and 26.

With the model mounted on the board,
the micrometer
microscopes
are assembled
and focused on the model using the procedure
outlined previously.
Depending upon the
size of the model and the number of load
points to be read, one, two, or three micrometer
microscopes
may be used. Figure 23 presents a method for securing cons istent results
from a Beggs Deformeter
stress analysis.
Shown on the figure are
the procedures
to be followed for (1) fastening the model to the gage block for various types of members; (2) orienting the micrometer
microscope;.
(3) applying the deflections;
(4) determining
positive sign convention for deflections,
loads, and micrometer readings; and (5) determining
positive
sign convention for redundants.
To secure consistent,
accurate results
the following precautions, in addition to those
previously
mentioned,
should be observed:
1. The micrometer
microscopes
be oriented with the normal plugs
gage blocks.

must
in the

2. The microscopes
must be oriented
so that the cross-hair
falls exactly along
the reference
line so the reading will be
in the direction
the load is acting.

In certain structures
end conditions or
arrangement
of members may require that
the entire gage block be allowed to float.
Figure 22 illustrates
this condition.
The
figure also shows that a new model is not
required as the different
cuts are made to
reduce the structure to one that is statically
Normal
plugs are inserted
determinate.
in the gage block after all the readings at
that particular
cut are completed,
and the
entire gage block is allowed to float.

3. The plugs, particularly
the shear
plugs, should be checked to see that they
are properly
and firmly
seated in the
notches in the gage blocks when the deflections are read.
4. The model must be properly
supported and weighted down sufficiently
to
prevent
any buckling,
especially
with
stiff members.

An alternate procedure
is to make all
the required cuts at one time and use gage
blocks with normal plugs inserted in all cuts
except the one at which the deformations
are being introduced.
After completing the
readings at one cut it is only necessary
to
place normal plugs in the gage block at that
cut and apply the deformations
at another
cut, repeating
this procedure
until deformations have been applied at all cuts.

5. The movable half of the gage block
must bear solidly on its slides.
6. The ends of the model between the
clamps
must not touch when the small
thrust plugs are in place in the gage blocks.
Figure 28 is the data sheet used for recording the readings obtained. Space is proyided for three readings at each point with
an additional
space for an average of the
readings.
However, readings must be taken
until consistent values are obtained.
Readings are recorded on the data sheet in ac-

Other end conditions
can be accounted
for by proper construction
of the model and
clamping devices to induce the end conditions desired.
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for moment, thrust,

J

and

cordance with the convention given on Figure 23. In taking the readings it may be
helpful in establishing
a point on which to
read if a soft-lead
pencil is rubbed across
the point.
Placing a piece of black paper
under the model at the point in question may
accentuate the point.
Readings should be
taken as near to the actual load point as is
possible.
As stated earlier,
when the deflection
readings are multiplied
by the proper calibration factor the products are the ordinates
The area under
of an influence
diagram.
this diagram is the reaction at the cut for a
This will be
uniform load of unit intensity.
either a bending moment,
a thrust,
or a
shear depending upon the type of deformation
introduced at the cut.

reaction

being considered.

In the special case of the dead load of a
structure,
the readings
are taken at the
center of gravity of increments
of area and
are multiplied
by the increment
of area to
give the load-deflection
eyfect for that area.
These may be summed and the sum multiplied by the calibration
factor to give the
reaction.
If the increments
of area are
equal, the deflection readings may be combined and the sum multiplied
by the increment and the calibration
factor to obtain the
desired reaction.
It is thus possible to determine the required magnitudes
of the bending moment,
thrust,
and shear reactions
at the cut or
gage block to prevent any rotation,
thrust,
or shear movement due to the load considered. With these three values, a structure
which was indeterminate
to the third degree
is determinate.
If the structure is Meterminate beyond the third degree, additional
cuts must be made to reduce it to a statically
determinate
structure.

To avoid unnecessary calculating,
it is
convenient either to sum up or to plot and
planimeter
the deflection
readings and to
apply the calibration
factor to the resultant
sum or area. Plotting the readings may be
helpful since it will disclose, in many cases,
any obvious errors in reading or recording.
If the load acting is of uniform intensity the
If the load
readings may be used di.rectIy.
is variable,
then the reading must be multiplied by the ordinate of the load diagram at
the point where the reading was taken.
If
the length increments are equal it simplifies
the computations in that the deflection readings may be summed, and the sum multiplied
by the length increment
and the calibration
factor for the particular
reaction being considered.
If the readings are plotted then the
planimetered
area must be multiplied
by the
proper factor for vertical
and horizontal
scale used in the plotting and also multiplied
by the calibration
factor for the particular

With the structure statically determinate
the moments,
thrusts, and shears at various
points throughout the structure can be determined by use of the equations of st atics.
These may be either stress coefficients
for
a unit load intensity,
or they may be actual
values for the particular
load acting on the
structure.
These will be the reactions at the
centerline
of the structure,
and the stresses
across the section at the extreme fibers must
be obtained in the usual manner.
Figure 29
shows part of a typical BeggsDeformeter
study with a tabulation of the moment, thrust,
and shear coefficients for a unit uniform vertical load acting on a single-barrel
conduit.

THE ELECTRICAL

ANALOGY

General

TRAY

electricity
through an electrolyte
in a tray
or tank having the same relative dimensions
as the prototype.

The electrical
analogy tray is used for
experimentally
solving certain types of problems arising in the field of hydraulics,
partitularly
in the branch dealing with the slow
subsurface
seepage flow of water through
earth masses.
Essentially,
the method consists of producing and studying an analogous
arrangement
or problem in which the actual
flow of water is represented
by the flow of

Theory
The analogy is permissible
because
Laplace’s
differential
equation is valid for
both the flow of electricity
through the electrolyte and the flow of water through earth
masses.
Laplace’s differential
equation is
48

Darcy’s

Law

Ohm’s

Q=KA;

I = K’A’ ;,

Q represents

quantity

K, coefficient

of permeability,

A, cross-sectional
H, head producing

of water,

area,
flow,

and

L, length of flow path

expressed

as:

~+g$=,
where

is a potential

x and y, coordinates
flow field.

function,
of points

represents

amount

of current,

K’,

coefficient

of conductivity,

A’,

cross-sectional

v,

voltage

L’,

length of flow path.

area,

producing

flow,

and

The electrical
components of the electrical analogy tray apparatus consist of three
primary
circuits based on their use. These
are the selecting,
the amplifying,
and the
indicating
units.
These components are indicated on the block diagram of Figure 30B
and are readily separated on the circuit diagram of Figure 31. In the actual apparatus,
the selecting and the indicating units are assembled in the same cabinet and have been
called the control panel.
An exterior view
of this cabinet is shown as Part G of Figure
37, and detailed top and bottom views are
shown in Figures 32 and 33. The amplifying
unit, in conjunction
with the power supply,
has been called the chassis.
These have
been assembled in another cabinet which is
located beneath the electric
analogy tray
table and connected to the control panel by
a multistranded
cable. Details of the chassis
are shown in Figures 34 and 35. Figure 36
is a list of component parts required for the
control panel and the chassis.

and
in the

The analogy can be seen at once by comparing Darcy’s
Law for the flow of water
through an homogeneous granular material
with Ohm’s Law for the flow of electricity
through a uniformly
conductive medium.
Construction

I

between points A and C, and the bridge will
be in balance when point B is selected so that
the potential drop between points A and B is
20 percent of the total potential that exists
between points A and 6.

. . . . . . . .(19)

#

Law

of Aonaratus

The electrical
analogy tray apparatus
is basically
a Wheatstone bridge circuit so
arranged that the relative electrical
potential at any point in the electrical
analogy
tray model may be determined.
Figure 30A
shows the conventional
Wheatstone bridge
circuit,
and Figure 30B shows the simplified
circuit of the electrical
analogy tray apparatus.
Corresponding
points on the two,diagrams are designated by the same letter, so
the application
of the bridge circuit
to the
electrical
analogy tray apparatus may be
easily understood.
The bridge, as applied
to the electrical
analogy tray apparatus,
is
considered
to be in balance when points 6
and D are at the same potential;
i. e., no
voltage exists between these points.
For
example,
consider
the potential
selector
unit set for a potential
of 20 percent:
the
potential drop between points A and D is then
20 percent of the total potential that exists

The potential
selector
unit, shown in
Figure 30B as a variable tapped resistance,
is actually,
as will be noted by referring
to Figures 31, 32, and 33, an assembly of
locking type push-button
switches
(S, and
Ss) and a potentiometer
(Rie) connected as
shown in the circuit
diagram,
Figure 31.
Each switch assembly is made up of a bank
of 10 locking type push-buttons
so arranged
that each button operates a double pole, sin49
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Selector

apparatus--simplified

diagrams.
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diagram of selecting,

FIGURE 32 --Electrical

FIGURE33 --Electrical

analogy tray
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view of control

view of control

panel.

panel.

~IGURE 34 --Electrical

analogy

tray
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FIGURE35 --Electrical

analogy tray
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apparatus--component

parts.

is a single pole, single throw, toggle switch
connected in the primary circuit of the power
transformer.
In the operation of the electrical analogy apparatus the electrode
of the
model which is considered
to be at 0% potential is connected to the 0% end of the potential selecting unit. The REVERSING switch
provides a convenient means of reversing the
connections to the model with respect to the
potential selecting Lnit.
The panel lamp is
connected in the filament
circuit
and operates as an ON - OFF indicator.
Figures
34 and 35 are photographs of the assembled
amplifier
unit.

gle throw, leaf-type switch.
These switches
are normally
open. One switch is mounted
beneath each push-button so that depressing
the button causes the switch to close. Switch
assembly S4 permits the selection of potentials in multiples of 10, i.e., O%, lo%, 20%,
30% . . . 80%, 90%. Switch assembly S5 permits the selection of potentials in units, i. e.,
O%, I%, 2% . . . 8%, 9%. The potentiometer
Rl6 permits
the selection of potentials
in
the range 0% to 1%. The potentiometer
dial
permits direct reading to l/10 of 1%.
The voltage developed across the center
arm of the bridge circuit (point B to D, Figures 30A and 30B), i. e., between the probe
and the variable tap on the potential selecting unit (the center tap of potentiometer
(R16) is applied to the amplifier
unit.
This
unit consists of a pentode (6SJ7) amplifier,
V3, used for low gain, and this in cascade
with a triode (6SF5) amplifier,V2,
provides
the high gain. The GAIN switch on the control panel permits
the operator
to select
the amplifier
stage most suitable for use
with the model being surveyed.
The High
GAIN stage gives a voltage gain approximately twice that of the LOW GAIN stage.
Both amplifier
stages are conventional
circuits.

For convenience in locating coordinates
of points, a scanning device is used. The
arrangement
is shown in Figure 37. Two
fixed parallel bars, A, which are adjustable
in height for leveling purposes, carry a movable cross-assembly,
B. In turn, the movable cross-assembly
carries
a mount, C,
which holds the probe needle, D. Mount C
is movable along the cross-assembly,
B.
The scale, E, forms a part of the crossassembly B and provides a coordinate system for lateral movement.
The scale, F,
provides
a measure
of the coordinates
in
the direction
normal to scale, E. The entire scanning device is mounted securely on
a rigid table.

The output of the amplifiers
is rectified
by the rectifier
tube (6H6), V4, before being
applied to the null indicator V5. This eliminates any shadow fluctuation
and causes the
shadow to show minimum angle at the balance
The null indicator is a type 6E5 elecpoint.
tron-ray
tube (indicator
type).
This is a
voltage indicating
device which indicates
visually,
by means of a fluorescent
target,
a change in the controlling
voltage.
The
visible effect is observed on the fluorescent
target located in the end of the bulb.
The
pattern on the target varies from a shaded
angle of approximately
SO degrees,
when
the bridge is out of balance,
to a shaded
angle of approximately
0 degrees when the
bridge is balanced. The shaded angle (shadow)
may be varied by the operator by means of
the SHADOW control on the control panel.
The action of this control is to vary the bias
applied to the 6E5 tube by varying the resistance in the cathode circuit of the tube.
Otherwise the indicating tube circuit is conventional.
The POWER switch on the control

Construction

of Models

Electrical
analogy tray models are usually prepared of sheet plastics such as cellulose nitrate,
cellulose acetate, Plexiglas, or
lucite.
These materials are machined easily,
and are welded together by wetting with acetone or other suitable solvents.
Since the
procedure
for preparing
models is more
easily described for two-dimensional
problems, the discussion will be confined to the
procedure for such a problem.
However,
by proper consideration
of boundary conditions, relative dimensions,
and other related
factors,
three-dimensional
models may be
constructed,
As an example,
to simplify
the discussion,
consider an earth dam resting on an impervious
foundation as shown in
Figure 38.
To prepare the model, a thin sheet of
the plastic (usually l/lo-inch
thick) is cemented to a piece of plate glass or plywood.
On this are erected vertical
strips of the
plastic (usually 1 to 2 inches high) along the

panel
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FIGURE 37 --Arrangement

of electrical

analogy

.O=P+y=H

Along the downstream
p = 0; therefore;

The potential function, when a gravity
field exists in the plane of the model, is

~

+ y

In this application, the upper line of saturation within the dam also must be established. This line, called the phreatic line,
is both a streamline and a line of zero pressure. Then since p = O it again follows:

where
potential,

P, internal

water

y,

coordinate

vertical

=

face of the dam

..(20)

~=p~y

represents

apparatus.

Equation (20) is used to establish the
boundary conditions for the model. A co~
ordinate system as shown in Figure 38 is
used; and, in the case under consideration,
equation (20) must be used with the plus sign.
Then along the upstream face of the dam, .0
becomes equal everywhere to a constant (H
in this case), since:

lines which define, to scale, the cross-sechon of the dam. The strips are cemented
with solvent to the base sheet. Boundary
conditions are satisfied by establishing electrical potentials corresponding to the hydraulic potentials. Since the actual potentials or voltages at specific points on the
model are of no concern, the total potential
in the system is represented as unity, and
the potential at interior points is determined
as a percent of the total.

~

tray

pore

pressure,

and
~

of the point ,
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The location of the phreatic line is usually
found by a cut-and-try
process which will
be described later.

coordinate
system of the scanning device
so that the probe needle, in being moved
along some constant coordinate,
traverses
a selected reference line on the model.
The
electrodes
of the model are connected to
the leads from the potential selector
unit.
Usually it is desired that the upstream boundary be at 100 percent potential and the toe
of the downstream
boundary or tailwater
If it is found that the opat zero potential.
posite condition exists, it is only necessary
to throw the reversing switch located on the
control panel of the potential selector unit.

In the model, the constant-potential
upstream boundary is represented
by a strip
of metal (either brass or copper may be used
provided that the same metal is used throughout the model to prevent electrolysis)
which
is at a constant electrical
potential.
The
base of the dam, which is a stream line, is
represented by a nonconducting plastic strip.
The varying
potential
which exists on the
downstream face is approximated by a series
of small metal strips attached to the plastic
boundary.
These strips are of equal width
and are spaced uniformly along the boundary
from the reservoir
water level to the tailThe potential of each strip
water surface.
is controlled,
from 100% on the strip at the
elevation of the reservoir
water surface to
0% on the strip at the tailwater
surface, by
means of a number of resistors of equal value
connected in series.
The strips are connected to the junctions of the resistors.
Usually 20 resistors
and an equal number of
strips are used so that the potential will vary
along the downstream boundary in 5% steps.
The more strips used, the closer the downstream boundary will represent
the theoretical uniformly varying potential boundary.
Any strips which lie above the phreatic line
may be omitted as shown in Figure 39; however, the equivalent resistance
must still
be included, but it may be done with a single
The phreatic line, which is also
resistor.
a stream line, is represented by a nonconducting boundary
made of modeling
clay.
Clay is used in order to facilitate
the rapid
change of the location of the phreatic
line
required in the cut-and-try
procedure used
The
to determine its final form and location.
clay for the phreatic
line is placed in the
model and trimmed
approximately
to shape.
Details concerning the determination
of the
final shape and its location are given later.
Experience
and reference to previous studies
will indicate the general shape of the boundlayary . Figure 39 shows a diagrammatic
out of the model and the electrical
circuits.

Ordinary
tap water has been found to
be a satisfactory
electrolyte.
The electrolyte is put in the model to the proper depth,
and the probe needle lowered into the electrolyte until the tip is just under the surface. It should be kept in mind that the surface of the electrolyte
is a plane on which
the equipotential
net is to be investigated
and as such has no depth.
The clay boundary
representing
the
phreatic
line is now shaped so as to satisfy the boundary conditions.
To do this a
point is selected on the approximate phreatic
line a distance y above the impervious
foundation, and the potential is read at this point.
As shown by equation (22), the potential here
must equal y, Since the potentials are to be
determined
in percent, it may be stated: If,
at the point in question, y equals 80 percent
of H (where H is the depth of water in the
reservoir)
then 9 also must equal 80 percent. If 9 as read on the potential selector
unit is not 80 percent,
the clay boundary
must be adjusted until y = @. Several values
of 9 must be checked in a similar
manner
until the complete phreatic line is located.
When the phreatic line has been established, the potentials
throughout the model
In conducting the exare then surveyed.
periment,
two persons are normally
emOne, the operator,
controls
the
ployed.
scanning device and the potential
selector
The other, the recorder,
prepares a
unit.
plan of the model, superimposes
thereon a
coordinate
system corresponding
to that of
the scanning device and plots readings given
to him by the operator.
Normally,
the equipotential
lines are surveyed at 5 percent
intervals
except where it is necessary
to
find intermediate
lines due to excessive width
between the 5 percent lines, or where the

Operation
The model,
having been prepared as
described
previously,
is placed under the
scanning device and leveled in all directions.
The model is oriented with respect to the
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actual potential at a specific point is desired.
The procedure to survey a potential line is
as follows:
The potential
selector
unit is
first set for the required
potential.
The
scanning device is then set at some coordinate, either x or y1 The other coordinate of the point on the equipotential
line
is determined
by moving the needle along
the axis until the circuit is in balance.
The
circuit is in balance when the shadow in the
indicator
tube is at a minimum
width.
The
coordinates are given to the recorder,
who
plots the point on the drawing of the model.
The scanning device is then moved to a new
coordinate,
and the operation repeated.
The
spacing of the coordinates is so chosen that
a smooth curve may be drawn through the
plotted points.
Where the curve is relatively flat, the points may be taken some
distance apart; and, conversely,
when the
curvature is great, the points must be taken
close together.
This operation is repeated
until the line is surveyed along its entire
length.
The recorder
may, by inspection
of the drawing and plotted points, have intermediate
points taken where necessary
to complete the curves.
When a line is finished, the operator
sets another potential
value on the potential selector unit and surveys the new line in a similar manner. These
operations are repeated until the entire equipotential net has been surveyed and plotted.
If the potential value at a particular
point is
desired,
the probe needle is placed at the
point in question,
and the switches
on the
potential selector unit adjusted until the indicator tube shows that the bridge is in balThe potential value at the point can be
ante.
read directly from the setting of the switches.
Smooth curves are then made to connect
points of equal potential
to form the equipotential net. Itshould be remembered
that
the equipotential
lines must be normal to
the stream lines.
In Figure 38, the impervious foundation
and the phreatic
line are
stream lines from the imposed conditions;
therefore,
the equipotential
lines must be
normal to them.

either procedure it should be remembered,
as mentioned previously,
that the two systems of lines are at right angles to each other
at all points.
It will be found convenient in
simplifying
the computations
for quantity
of seepage flow, if the flow net pattern is
made to form a system of squares.
If the
stream lines are to be sketched in, the spacings between the equipotential
lines should
be measured,
and the stream lines spaced
that same distance apart.
Proficiency
will
be acquired with practice.
If the stream lines are to be determined
by use of the electrical
analogy tray apparatus, the upstream and downstream
faces
of the dam are made nonconducting
boundaries.
The phreatic line is placed at zero
potential,
and the base or impervious
foundation is placed at 100 percent potential.
With this arrangement,
the stream lines are
surveyed.
They form, actually, a new equipotential net. The spacings should, if possible, be such as to form squares with the
original equipotential net. If this is not possible, then the lines should be used as guides
to indicate the pattern that the flow is following, and the proper number of lines drawn
in, to provide the required system of squares.
The following
requirements
should be
remembered
in the construction
of the flow
net for the dam outlined in Figure 38 and
for similar
problems:
1. The phreatic line and the impervious
foundation are stream lines.
2. Any surface
exposed to standing
water is an equipotential
line.
3. The surface from the lower end of
the phreatic line to tailwater is a free surface but not a stream line; therefore,
the
equipotential
lines may intersect it at any
angle.
4. Since the phreatic line and the impervious foundation are stream lines, the
equipotential
lines must intersect them at
right angles.

When the stream lines are superimposed
on the equipotential lines, the resulting pat tern is called the flow net. The stream lines
are usually drawn in as a system of curvilinear squares, but under certain boundary
conditions,
they may be determined
by use
In
of the electrical
analogy tray apparatus,

The pressure net can also be determined
from the equipotential
net. Lines of equal
pressure can be computed from the equation
P = @- Y . . . . . . . . . . . .(23)
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where the values of fl are selected at specific
points on the equipotential
net, and y is the
percent of the total head, H, at the point at
which g is taken.
The pressure,
P, will
also be in percent of the head, H. Figure 38
also shows the pressure net.

a=+. . . . . . . , . .

(29)

Since the quantity of water passing through
each flow channel is equal, and, if the number of flow channels is nf, the total quantity
of water is

The seepage losses,
if desired,
are
computed from the equipotential net. Darcy’s
Law may be written as

Q=KA% . . . . . . . . .

l

e

Q-n,&=loI$.

. . . . .

(30)

e

. .(24)

Consistent
units must be employed.
The
quantity of flow given by equation (30) will
be for a section of unit thickness.

where
Q

rate

represents

K, coefficient
soil,

Of

flow,

of permeability

A, cross-sectional

$$, pressure

area,

An alternate
method of computing the
quantity of flow consists of making electrical measurements
of the current and voltage drop on the model and relating them to
the prototype
by the comparison
between
Ohm’s Law and Darcy’s
Law given previously and repeated on page 62.

of

and

If b and x are considered as ratios,
then,
: L th k’ model a;d p;,ototype are dimensince
sionally similar,
- = - ,
L
II’

gradient.

Equation (24) maybemodified
by the substitution of finite increments as indicated on
Figure 40. This gives

From

c31
zap x.
and equation
Q=KA$f

. . . . . . . . . . . (25)

(24) becomes
. . . . . . . . . .

b’
I
F =K’Vd’=x

b . . . . . . . . .(35)

Substituting

&

of the flow net &

of increments

l

l

.

.

.

.

.

.

(37)

=

. . . . . . . . . . .(28)

If “e = number
H is divided then

. . . . . . .(36)

I

Equation

a=-

(33)

Since the thickness of the section in the
prototype has been taken as unity, equation
(36) may be written

. . . . . . . . . .(27)

the construction

= -F in equation

Q=#p..

Q’IQfK’d’V.

but from
AD so

(34)

(26)

If the distance between stream lines is LU),
see Figure 40, and the thickness of the section is unity, the cross-sectional
area of the
if oc2is the
flow tube is (1) (bD) $ Further,
rate of flow for any flow tube, then equation
(26) becomes
L?Q=K$B

equation

K’=&.

(34) can be written

in the form

. . . . . . . . .

(38)

into which
Equation (38) can be solved by calibration
of the electrolyte
in the model.
To do this
a small rectangular
test tank is constructed

&+.
e
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Q&Q
Q

represents

K, coefficient

i..

. . . . . .(31)

quantity

I

of water,

H, head producing

A’,

area,
flow,

represents

K’ , coefficient

of permeability,

A, cross-sectional

V

I=KlAl~.

amount

of current,

of conductivity,

cross-sectional

V , voltage

and

. . . . . . . . . . (32).

area,

producing

flow,

and

length of flow path.

L, length of flow path.

L’,

Let A = bd where k is the height
of the section and d the thickness; then

Let A1 = bld’where
bl is the height
of the section and dl the depth of
solution; then

Q=Kbd$

. . . . . . . .(33)
the proper flow conditions,
particularly
if
the ratio of the depths is large.
Quite frequently, the permeability
at any point is the
same in all directions
but diminishes
with
depth.
This condition may be simulated by
tilting the tray and allowing the depth of solution to be proportional
to the permeability.
Another condition of nonhomogeneity
occurs
when the permeability
in a horizontal direction is greater than in a vertical
direction.
This is brought about by stratification
of the
foundation material.
If the ratio C of horizontal permeability
to vertical permeability
is constant at all points, the condition may
be represented
by studying a model of the
structure
that has had its horizontal dimenThe equisions reduced by the ratio 1 + fl.
potential and stream lines are found for the
compressed
model and then expanded to the
proper scale.
The resultant
flow net will
not have flow lines orthogonal to the equipotential lines.

with electrodes on opposite ends. The same
solution used in the experimental
model is
placed in the test tank, and the test tank is
connected into the Wheatstone bridge cirThe
cuit in place of the experimental model.
current and voltage drop are measured,
and
the dimensions
~1, b’ , and d’ of the test tank
are also measured.
This gives all the required data to determine Kl in equation (38).
With the experimental
model back in
the Wheatstone bridge circuit,
the current
and voltage drop between the 100 and 0 perCent potentials can be measured.
The depth,
dl , of the electrolyte
can also be measured.
With K and H of the prototype
known, the
quantity of flow can be determined
by using
equation (37).
The electrical analogy tray is most readily adapted to problems in which the coefficient
of permeability
is constant throughout the
soil mass.
However,
certain variations
in
permeability
can be introduced into the probA
lem by proper construction
of the model.
common type of variation of permeability
is
the condition shown by Figure 38 where a
core of less permeable
material
than the
outer zones exists in an earth dam.
This
is accomplished
by a stepped construction
and the use of the proper depth of electrolyte to give the ratios of permeability
deIt is advisable to fasten small metal
sired.
strips or wires vertically
on the boundaries
of the stepped section of the model to insure

Another problem related to earth dam
design,that
can be solved by the electrical
analogy tray apparatus is that of rapid drawdown of the reservoir.
In solving this problem the drawdown is considered
to be instantaneous, and thus the head of water within
the dam remains at the full reservoir
water
surface elevation.
In other words, the point
of intersection
of the full reservoir
water
surface with the upstream face of the dam
is the 100 percent potential.
The surface
from this point along the upstream face to
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FLOW

NET

PRESSURE

NET

FIGURE 41 -- Rapid draw-down flow and pressure
material,

nets.

Homogeneous

and isotropic

The upstream,
or 100 percent,
electrode
is then cut down to the elevation of the lowered water surface and then connected to the
The remaining
resistproper resistance.
ante is varied uniformly
along the upstream
face, reaching 100 percent of the entrance
of the phreatic line and the original full resThe equiervoir water surface elevation.

the lowered
water surface elevation is considered to be a free surface,
and the portion below the lowered water surface is of a
potential equal to the lowered elevation divided by the full reservoir
elevation.

The phreatic
line is first established
for a full reservoir
in the usual manner.
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potential
manner.

lines are then surveyed

evaluated from the spacing of the equipotential lines before the pressures can be deterIn problems such as a needle valve,
mined.
where the flow lines do not cross planes containing the centerline of the structure,
only
a small sector of the structure need be simuThis is readily accomlated in the model.
plished by use of a tilted type of model with
the centerline of the structure at zero depth
The application
of the anaof electrolyte.
logy to problems of this type is based on the
condition of laminar flow below the critical
velocity.

in the usual

With the equipotential
lines thus established,
the stream
lines can be drawn to
complete the flow net. From the equipotential net, the pressure net can be constructed
by use of equation (23). An example of the
flow net and the pressure net is given in Figure 41.
By proper consideration
of model construction
and boundary conditions,
a great
many types of problems
can be solved by
use of the electrical analogy tray apparatus.
The example of an earth dam has been given
in order to simplify
the discussion
of the
technique,
construction,
and operation, and
by no means represents the only type of solution obtainable from the apparatus.

Other applications of the electrical
analogy tray include the effect of earthquake
forces on dams~,permeability
determination
studies41>4a, the effect of rapid drawdown of
reservoirs,
the effect of cut-off walls and
clay blankets on seepage and pore pressures,
the effect of drains of various sizes and spacings in reducing uplift, and many others similar problems.
Although problems such as
these are far removed from those of seepage
flow and pore pressure in earth dams, they
are mentioned
here to illustrate
the wide
field of application
of the electrical
analogy
tray apparatus.

An application
of the electrical
analogy
tray to three-dimensional
problems
is the
determination
of flow conditions
in an hydraulic
structure
such as a draft tube or
needle valve.
In problems
of this type the
velocity head is not negligible
but must be

THE MEMBRANE
General

ANALOGY
and stresses in prismatical
to torsion; that is

The membrane
analogy can be used to
obtain experimental
solutions
to several
types of problems, such as, (1) potential flow,
(2) sum of the principal
stresses throughout a structure,
and (3) torsional
stresses
in various structural shapes. The electrical
analogy tray can be used with greater ease
for problems of the first type. There is no
need to obtainthe sum of the principal stresses
in a model, since the photoelastic
interferometer obtains each principal
stress separately in direction and magnitude.
As a result, the membrane analogy is now used by
the Bureau of Reclamation only for obtaining
torsional
stresses in structural
shapes.
.__.pc_Theory

bars subjected

$$ + $f$ = ~GIJ . . . . . . . . (39)
where
fi

represents

a stress

function,

x and y, coordinates
of a point in
the cross-section
of the
bar
G, shear modulus
material,
and
0, angle of twist
length,

of the
per unit

It can also be shown 44e4514e
that the
deflections
of a thin membrane
which is
stretched across an opening of the same shape
as a section being studied for torsion and

From the mathematical
theory of elasticity4’it
can be shown that Poisson’s
differential
equation governs the displacements
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where

slightly
distended
vertically
will satisfy
the
same differential
equation
that applies
to a bar
subjected
to torsion.
To do this the assumption must
be made
that the tension
in the
membrane
is uniform
in all directions
and
is independent
of shape or location.
Also,
it must be assumed
that the pressure
acting
under
the membrane
acts normal
to the undistended
surface
rather
than normal
to the
distended
surface
of the membrane.
This
assumption
is very nearly
true if the membrane
is distended
only slightly.
From
the
above
considerations
it can be shown
that
the equation
of the membrane
surface
is:

as as
-=ax2 + ap

T". . . . . . . . .

T

MT,
V,

a,

ad

represents
the direction
torsional

torsional
of the

in

moment,

the volume
under
the membrane
below
the contour
line
where
T is being determined,
the maximum
slope at the
point in question,
and
a linear
scale factor
model
and prototype.

(40)

shear
contour,

between

Procedure

where
x,

(40)
only

y,

z

represent
coordinates,

The procedure
used here is to cut an
opening,
similar
in shape to the cross-section of the structural
shape being
studied,
in a thin metal
or wood plate.
A thin,
uniformly
stretched,
rubber
membrane
is then
placed
between
this plate
and a base plate.
In order
to obtain
a constant
tension,
T,
throughout,
the membrane
is ruled
with
equally
spaced
lines
in two perpendicular
directions,
and is then
stretched
over
a
frame
until the ruled network
is about doubled
in size but still forms
equal squares
throughout.

rectangular

p,

unit uniform
pressure
applied
to the membrane,
and

T

unit tension
membrane

in the

From
an inspection
of equations
(39) and
the analogy
is readily
apparent.
It is
necessary
to represent
2G9 with
p/T.
The

lowing

theory
conditions

1.
to the
brane.

also indicates
exist:

that

the

Through
an opening
in the base plate,
the membrane
is subjected
to a low air pressure.
This causes
the membrane
to assume
a deformed
shape which
can be surveyed
by
means
of a scanning
device
and depth
gage
such as that shown
in Figure
42.
Lines
of
constant
elevation
(contours)
are surveyed
on the deformed
membrane
and plotted.
The
derivation
of the differential
equation
for
the stretched
membrane
includes
the assumption that the slope
of the membrane
at all
points
is sufficiently
small,
so that the cosine
of the slope angle may be taken as equal to
unity.
The smaller
the distortions
are made,
the greater
will be the conformity
of the anHowever,
if the distortions
are too
alogy.
small,
there
will be considerable
error
in
surveying
the contours
of the deformed
sheet.
It, therefore,
becomes
important
that the
scanning
device
be capable
of measuringvery
small
changes
and that some means
be
provided
for accurately
determining
when
the scanning
needle
contacts
the distorted
sheet.
The first
condition
is fulfilled
by

fol-

The torsional
rigidity
is proportional
volume
under
the distended
mem-

shearing
stress
at
2. The torsional
any point on the cross-section
is proportional
to the maximum
slope of the membrane
at that point.
3. The
represent
ing stress.
From

contour
directions

the

lines on the membrane
of maximum
shear-

above

conditions

it may

be

written:

r = “r az 1
manF

l

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

. (41)
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FIGURE

42 --The

membrane

constructing the scanning needle from a micrometer depth gage having a range of one
inch and graduated to read in thousandths of
an inch. By having several interchangeable
needles differing in length by even inches,
the depth gage can be extended to cover the
necessary range. The second condition is
fulfilled by having the needle close an electrical circuit and illuminate a small neon
glow lamp when it contacts the membrane.
The membrane is made electrically conducting by varnishing and brushing on a thin layer

analogy

apparatus.

of flake graphite .
The slope of the membrane and the volume under it are easily determined from
the contour plot. Increments of volume are
found by using a planimeter to measure the
area enclosed by any contour and then multiplying by the contour interval. Summing these
increments of volume gives the total volume.
Torsional shearing stresses can then be
found at any point in the cross section by use
of the proper values in equation (41) .

PHOTOELASTIC MA TERIALS AND MODEL PREPARATION
In the following paragraphs the requirements of an ideal photoelastic material are
discussed, some of the more common materials are listed, and the physical and optical
properties of these are given.

Materials

General--A great many materials currently available possess photoelastic properties to some degree. Glass was perhaps
the original material used in photoelastic
studies. With the development of synthetic
resins in the past few years, the number
of materials available for use in photoelastic
s tress analysis studies has increased greatly.

Requirements-An ideal photoelastic
material
should possess the following properties:
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1.

Transparency

2.

Birefringent

when

3.

High

sensitivity

4.

Optical

5.
fringe

optical

High

proportional

7.

High

modulus

8.

Low

mechanical

10.
edge

5.
for

Freedom
annealed
Freedom
stresses

homogeneity

limit

or optical

from

initial

creep

stress,

development

Machinability

13.

Adequate

hardness

14.

Sufficient

rigidity

15.
stress
16.

or residual

Cem,entable

models

Economical

for

built-up

in large

sheets

with

flat

2. Constant
at the softening
3.

Absence

at the

stress-optical
temperature
of rind

and

size

Glass

2.

Pyralin

4.

Columbia

5.

Kriston

6.

Fosterite

7.

Gelatin

8.

Plexiglas

9.

Marblette.

is a list
which
have
studies:

(Celluloid)
6 l-893

(Formerly

Resin,
(No

longer

Bakelite

CR-39
available)

above
have
of success

At the present
time Columbia
Resin,
CR-39,
is used in most
two-dimensional
stress
studies.
Fosterite
is used for threedimensional
problems
where
the stresses
are frozen
into the model.

cost.

stability

1.

All of the materials
listed
been used with varying
degrees
by the Bureau
of Reclamation.

Properties--Physical
and optical
properties
of the common
kinds
of photoelastic
materials
are listed
on Figure
43 and Fig44.
Figure
43 lists
the properties
of the
materials
at room
temperature
(approximately
250 C).
Figure
44 lists
the properties
of the materials
used in the stress
freezing-methaof
three-dimensional
stress
analysis
and gives
the values
at the critical
temperature
for each material.

The above requirements
apply in general
to plastics
for both twoand three-dimenThe following
are additional
sional
studies.
requirements
for a three-dimensionalmcdel
material:
1. Chemical
temperature

freezing

Available
in blocks
of sufficient
three-dimensional
models.

3. Catalin
BT61-893)

optical
var-

No permanent
de formation
upon removal
of load

17.
Available
polished
surfaces
18.

or

of time-

11.
Constancy
of physical
and
properties
for moderate
temperature
iation
12.

after

Various
Materials--Following
of some of the various
materials
been used in photoelastic
stress

of elasticity

from

of creep

As stated previously,
the above requirements
are for an ideal
photoelastic
model
material.
No one material
possesses
them
all.

of stress-strain
and stresswithin
the working
stage

6.

9.
easily

stressed

and physical

Linearity
relations

4. Absence
unloading

softening

coefficient

It has
prehensive,

effect
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not been possible
to conduct
comindependent
studies
to determine
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materials at elevated temperaturea.

the values of the physical and optical properties listed in Figures 43 and 44. Therefore a survey of current literature was made
and the values given are those found by various manufacturers
and experimenters.
Sources of this information
are given in the
Bibliography.

perimenters
are to be expected. Most physical properties
are reasonably
constant at
room temperature
and for a few degrees
variation
above and below the approximate
value of 25O C selected as room temperature.
However, some slight difference may
exist due to this temperature
condition.

At best the values given are average
Variations
between batches of the
values.
same material
and variations
betweer ex-

It has been found to be sound practice
to make frequent checks on the fringe value
and interferometer
calibration
constants of
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the material

being used.

Values of the index of refraction
of the
various model materials
are tabulated with
their other properties on Figures 43 and 44.

All of the materials
listed in Figure 43
have clear, polished surfaces as received,
with the exception of Catalin 61-893, Kriston,
and gelatin.
Kriston
and gelatin are both
cast between glass plates and therefore, when
used, have clear surfaces that are suitable
for the transmission
of light and observation
of the photoelastic fringes.
Catalin 61-893,
as received,
is in sheets of various thicknesses with the surfaces unpolished.
The
polishing will be treated in a later section.

Values of the index of refraction of various immersion
fluids used are listed in
table 2.
Since it is not always possible to secure
commercially
an immersion
fluid which has
an index of refraction
equal to that of the
model material,
it may be necessary to blend
two of ,the fluids together to produce one with
the required index of refraction.
Proportioning the fluids by weight in relation to the
required index of refraction
will give a satisfactory
blend.

One-quarter
or one-half inch thick material is usually used for two-dimensional
stress studies.
The thickness of material
used is governed by the size of model, the
method of loading, and the rigidity required.

For models or slices of models which
have parallel faces normal to the light path
of the photoelastic
polariscope,
it may be
satisfactory
to coat the surfaces with the
immersion
fluid. Greater clarity,
however,
will usually be achieved if the model is actually immersed.
For models with nonparallel sides it will be necessary
to immerse
the model completely in the immersion fluid.

Immersion
Fluids--In
certain types of
models, especially
three-dimensional
ones
which are sliced,
the surfaces will not be
sufficiently
transparent to give a clear fringe
pattern.
If polishing
is not feasible due to
time or other factors,
the model may be
made transparent by immersing
it in a fluid.
Two essential requirements
mersion fluid are:

of an im-

It is necessary
to have an immersion
tank of sufficient
size to hold the model or
slice of model. This tank must have at least
one pair of opposite faces which are transparent, parallel,
and free from stress for
viewing models using the frozen-stress
technique.

or chemical
reaction
1. No physical
with the model material
or the immersion tank, and
2. An index of refraction approximately
equal to that of the model material

For

the scattered

light method of three-

TAF3LE 2
Index of Refraction

Immersion

Fluid

of Various

Index of Refraction

Halowax

No. 11-l

at 25’ C

1.5730

Halowax

No. 1007 at 25O C

1.6349

White Rose Oil at 25O C

1.4828

Mineral

1.4675

Oil at 25’ C
*For temperatures
For temperatures

Immersion

1

lower than 25’ C, add.
higher than 25” C, subtract.
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Fluids

Temperature

f

Correction*

0.0003/1Q

c

+ 0.0002/1o

c

2 0.0004/1o

c

a uniform
distribution
of heat around the
plate during heating and cooling.
An oil with
a high flash point such as castor or mineral
oil should be used.

dimensional
stress analysis,
the immersion
tank must be of sufficient
size to hold both
the model and the loading mechanism.
In
addition,
all sides and the bottom must be
transparent
and free from stress.

The plastic
plate is placed in the oil
bath on a rigidly supported glass plate.
No
weight should be placed on the top of the
plastic except in cases of extreme warping,
and then care should be taken that the load
For cases of extreme
is uniformly
placed.
warping,
one or two pieces of the plate glass,
such as those used for supporting the plastic,
will be satisfactory
for loading the warped
The plastic should be centered on the
plate.
supporting glass plate, since unequal distriIf
bution of weight will cause initial stress.
it is desired to anneal more than one sheet
at a time, wooden separators
may be used
between the glass plates.
These separators
should be placed on each side of the plastic
plate and should be thick enough to hold the
top glass at least one inch clear above the
plastic plate.

Preparation
General--As
stated previously, Columbia
Resin, CR-39 is used in most two-dimensional stress studies. As received from the
manufacturer
it has highly polished surfaces
and is almost entirely stress-free.
Therefore, it can be used directly
for models.
Any slight residual
stress is usually confined to the outside edges of the plate and
will rarely extend more than l/l-inch
into
the plate.
The relative economy of CR-39
makes any loss due to the wastage of the outer
edges of the plates very slight.
Catalin 61-893 has certain properties
which makes its use desirable for some probHowever, as received the plates are
lems.
unpolished and usually highly stressed making it necessary to anneal and polish the material before it can be used for models.
The
section on annealing and polishing,
which
follows,
will apply primarily
to the annealing
and polishing of Catalin 61-893, but will also,
in general, apply when it may be necessary
to anneal or polish other plastics.

The plastic plates, in the oil bath, are
placed in the electric oven and the temperature raised to approximately
120° C in a
period of about two hours.
The temperature
should be maintained
at the constant value
of 120° C for one hour and then gradually
reduced to room temperatures
at a rate not
exceeding 3O C per hour.

Subsequent
sections will apply to all
photoelastic
materials
relative to fabrication, built-up models, and loading methods.

For plates which are not too highly
stressed,
the stress condition may be relieved in one cycle of annealing.
For other
plates it may be necessary
to repeat the
cycle several times.
One procedure which
has been found to be very effective for annealing highly stressed plates is, after raising the temperature
to 1200 C and holding it
for one hour, to lower the temperature
at
the rate of 3O C per hour to only 60° C. Repeating this cycle four or five times will
usually produce stress-free plates from even
the most highly stressed ones and is much
speedier than lowering the temperature
to
room conditions for each cycle.

Annealing and Polishing--Catalin
61-893
as received from the manufacturer is usually
in the rough state. The faces may be unparallel and the plates may be warped.
Stress
of some magnitude
will almost always be
present.
By coating the plates with a thin
film of halowax or mineral
oil, the stress
in the plate may be located and evaluated
approximately
by observing it in the polariscope.
The greatest initial stress usually occurs
along the edges of the plate.
Sawing off a
strip about l/4-inch wide all around the plate
will aid the annealing process by allowing
the inner stresses to escape.

Although the specific values given above
apply to Catalin 61-893, the same procedure
may also apply to other plastics which require annealing.
Reference to the appropriate technical bulletins will give the proper
values of temperatures
and time requirements to be used.

The annealing is best done in an oil bath,
the surface of the oil being at least one inch
above the top of the plastic.
The oil gives
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FIGURE
45 --Arrangement
of
equipment

for

polishing.

The following procedure covers grinding
and polishing a plate of Catalin 61-893 from
the rough state to the final polish. The grinding and polishing compounds used are alundum, grades 120 and F, and plastic pac.
The plastic pac is a diatomaceous ear~ which
has been levigated three times, each time
retaining only that part which remains in
suspension. The equipment used consists
of a drill press, less motor, a motor dri~er.
flexible shaft; a rotatable base plate to which
is fastened the plate of plastic; and cast iron
and aluminum polishing disks. Also required
is a water tank to furnish a water supply, a
dispenser to supply the grinding compound,
and sheets of canvas and billiard-table cloth
for use on the grinding and polishing disks .
The arrangement of the components is shown
in Figure 45. The motor on the drill press
is used only for convenience in connecting
the flexible shaft to the spindle. Figure 46
shows the belt arrangement on the flexible
shaft assembly.
After the plates have been annealed and
checked to see that they are stress-free,
they should be checked for warping and parallel faces. If the plates are warped badly,
it may be necessary to reanneal them with
glass plates placed on top of the warped
plates to straighten them. For plates where
the warping is slight or the faces are not
parallel by an amount greater than 1/32inch, it is usually necessary that the entire
plate be either turned in a lathe or surfaced
with a shaper until the faces of the plate are

approximately parallel. Sharp corners and
edges should be rounded with a file to avoid
possible tearing of the polishing cloth.

FIGURE46 --Arrangement
flexible
shaft.
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of belts

on

The plastic
plate should
now be placed
on the rotatable
base plate
and fastened
in
position
by means
of small
blocks
of pyralin
pressed
against
the four edges of the plate
and held in position
by moistening
with acetone.
There
are five
polishing
procedure:

steps

in the grinding

Step three
is the first
to produce
a transparent
surface.
The operator
must be very
careful
to keep the grinding
and polishing
disks
clean and free from coarser
materials,
as any coarser
particle
will scratch
and may
destroy
the work done up to that time.
It is
necessary
that all the equipment
be thoroughly
washed
betweensuccessive
steps.
The canvas
and the billiard-table
cloth
wear
out quite
rapidly,
and should be replaced
before
they
tear and allow the metal
disks to scratch
the
plate.
A rather
slow speed
must
be used
during
the first
two steps,
but this may be
increased
for the other
steps.

and

Step one is primarily
a grinding
process.
The plastic
plate is usually
quite rough,
and
it is necessary
to remove
the ridges
and
pockets
and obtain
a flat surface.
This
is
done by the use of the perforated
iron grinding disk and alundum,
grade
120.
The alundum is applied
directly
to the plastic.
A
very
generous
use of water
is necessary
in
this and all succeeding
steps in order to eliminate the introduction
of temperature
stresses
due to the polishing.
The lap is rotated
at
a slow speed while
kept in contact
with the
plastic
plate by means
of a slight
pressure
on the vertical
feed mechanism
of the drill
press.
The rate
of feed of the water
and
grinding
compound
should
be adjusted
to
give an adequate
supply
of each.
It may be
necessary
to apply
some braking
action.
to
the rotatable
base to prevent
its moving
at
too great
a speed.
However,
some rotation
should
be allowed
as this will prevent
grinding in an unchanging
pattern.
The grinding
is continued
until
the surface
of the plastic
plate is smooth
and flat.
The other
side of
the plastic
plate is treated
in a similar
manner.

Fabrication--The
procedure
outlined
herein
presents
the general
methods
to be
followed
in the layout
and machining
of the
photoelastic
models
for twoand three-dimensional
studies
in both the photoelastic
polariscope
and photoelastic
interferometer.
It should
be remembered
that these instructions
are of a general
nature
and that each
individual
study
may require
modification
of the procedure.
A sheet of plastic
of the required
thickness and size should be selected
and checked
in the photoelastic
polariscope
for stress.
If the preceding
steps of annealing
and polishing
have been carried
out properly,
only
slight
stress
around
the boundaries
should
exist.
The extent and location
of these boundary stresses
should
be noted and avoided
if
possible
when laying
out the model.
It has been found that, for the equipment
and tools
currently
available,
the most rapid
and convenient
method
is to lay out the model
directly
on the plastic
plate.
By using
a
sharply-pointed
scratch
awl or stylus
a very
fine yet plainly
visible
line can be made.
Care
should be taken to avoid making
scratch
marks
within
the area
of the model.
All
boundary
lines
should
be scaled
as accurately
as possible,
since
small
errors
in
dimensioning
the model
will be magnified,
proportional
to the scale ratio,
on the prototype.

Step two is also a grinding
process.
It
makes
use of the solid
cast-iron
disk and
alundum,
grade
F.
The procedure
is the
same as for step one.
Step three.makes
use of an aluminum
disk which
is covered
with canvas,
and alundum grade
F.
The procedure
remains
the
same.
In step four the same grinding
compound,
alundum,
grade
F, is used but the canvas
cover
on the disk is replaced
by one of billiard-table
cloth.
In step five,
billiard-table
used on the disk but plastic
the polishing
agent.
Each

step

will

produce

pat

After
the model
has been laid out, the
next step is to saw it to its approximate
size.
This
is done on the scroll
saw usually
using
a blade which is 0.020 inch thick,
0.110 inch
wide,
and has 20 teeth per inch.
It is recommended
that a new blade
be used when
beginning
to cut a model,
since
the blades

cloth is still
is used as

a finer

surface.
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are dulled
very
rapidly
by cutting
plastic.
The saw should
be run at a medium
speed
of about
1200 cutting
strokes
per minute
and
the model
fed into the saw at a slow rate.
With a sharp
saw blade
and a slow
rate of
feed,
it has been found possible
to cut within
3132 inch of the dimension
line without
inducing
undue
stress
or causing
chipping
to
extend
inside the dimension
line.
The underside of the model should be protected
against
scratches
by either
masking
with tape
or
using wrapping
or similar
paper between
the
model
and the saw table.
No coolant
is required
if the saw blade is sharp and the material
is not fed too fast.

a minimum
of filing
will be required.
Corners can be best filed by use of a knife-shaped
file with a l/8 inch shank.
After
the file is
clamped
in the chuck a check should be made
to insure
that the file is normal
to the table
in all directions.
Filing
is the least desirable method
of machining,
since
it is the
most
likely
to produce
stresses
in the model.
However,
by taking
small
cuts and using
very
little
pressure
against
the file,
it is
possible
to obtain
stress-free
boundaries.
As in previous
operations,
no coolant
is used
while
filing,
but only sharp
files
should
be
used and small
cuts taken.
Circular
openings
may be drilled
if the
opening
required
is a standard
drill
size.
Due to the confined
nature
of the opening
it
is necessary
to use a coolant,
such as a
water-soluble
cutting
oil, in this operation.
It is also necessary
that the model
material
be supported
on the leaving
sideby
another
piece
of plastic
to prevent
chipping.
The
drill
press
can be operated
at a speed somewhat greater
than that used in drilling
holes
of similar
size in brass.
The rate of feed
should
be slow and the hole should be cleared
of chips frequently.
As with other
methods
of machining,
only
sharp
tools
should
be
used.
The work should be cl amped securely
to the table
of the drill
press
for the sake
of safety
and to prevent
vibration
and possible chipping
or cracking
of the model.

The next step is to cut the model
to its
final
size.
For straight
boundaries
this is
done on the milling
machine.
Different
sizes
of cutters
may be used for special
conditions,
but, generally
speaking,
for ne arly all straight
outside
boundaries,
best results
are obtained
by using a l/2or 5/8-inch
spiral
fluted
end
mill
with 7 or more
flutes.
The cutting
is
done with the sides of the cutter
rather
than
with the end.
The milling
machine
is operated
at maximum
speed,
and the model
is
fed at as uniform
a rate of speed as is possible.
As with the sawing
operation,
no
coolant
is required
provided
the cutters
are
sharp
and the speed of cutting
is not excessive.
Depth
of cut should
not exceed
about
0.02
inch,
reducing
this to 0.01
or even
0.005
inch as the final boundary
line is apThe
model
should
be firmly
proached.
clamped
in the vise of the milling
machine,
care being taken to protect
the polished
faces
of the model.
If necessary,
C-clamps
can
be used at the top edges
of the large
jawplates
to provide
additional
rigidity
to the
clamping.

It is impossible,
even
with the best
milling
cutters,
to produce
a boundary
with
a very
smooth
surface.
Regardless
of the
care
taken
in milling
or the sharpenss
of
the cutter,
the final
milled
surface
will be
somewhat
uneven.
This will result
in minor
stress
concentrations
in the immediate
vicinity of a loaded boumlary.
This type of surface is entirely
satisfactory
if it is not necessary to use the fringe
pattern
or take interferometer
readings
close
to the boundary.

Some curved
boundaries
can be shaped
with a regular
cutter
on the milling
machine.
However,
most
curved
boundaries
will require
shaping
by hand.
A very satisfactory
method
has been the use of small
diameter
end mills
(l/4
inch or smaller)
in the drill
The drill
press
is operated
at a high
press.
speed,
and the model
is hand-fed
into the
cutter
until
the dimension
line is reached.

It becomes
necessary,
occasionally,
to
obtain
the stresses
along a loaded boundary.
A very
satisfactory
contact
can be obtained
by lapping
the two surfaces
together
using a
grade
F alundum
grinding
compound
and sufficient
water
to keep the surfaces
very wet.
Care
must
be taken
to avoid
rounding
the
contact
surfaces
in either
direction.

It is necessary
to use a file to form
sharp
re-entrant
corners.
The filing
is done
using the scroll
saw with a file in the lower
chuck.
Ifa milling
cutter
l/4 inch or smaller
in diameter
has been used up to the corner,

such
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In applying
as occurs

a uniform
in studying

load to a model,
stresses
around

~

FIGURE47 --Built-up

model of beam--flange

same material

as web of beam.

required a knowledge of the stress distribution in the web. The effective flange of the
beam is represented by strips which have
been proportioned so that the ratios of the
El values of the flange to the web of the model
and actual structure are equal. These strips
are bolted to the web piece with a sufficient
number of bolts to insure continuous action
between the parts. In Figure 47 the flanges
are of the same material as the web, Catalin
61-893. In Figure 48, however, the flanges
are of brass.

opern,1gs in a large plate, it is imperative
that the two sides which are loaded be parallel.
Otherwise,
it is almost impossible
.to obtain a symmetrical pattern in the model.

As has been mentioned previously, timeedge effects develop rapidly, particularly in
Columbia Resin, CR-39. For this reason,
the work of preparing the loading mechanism
and fabricating the model should be scheduled so that a minimum of time elapses between the first cut on th~ model and the photographing of the isochromatics. Development
of time -edge stress is so rapid in Columbia
Resin, CR-39, that a distorted fringe pattern will develop on a finished edge in a few
hours. Catalin 61-893, while somewhat
better in this regard, than Columbia Resin,
CR-39, will develop enough time-edge stress
in one day to cause a distorted fringe pattern. Fortunately, the time-edge stresses
do not affect the readings in the photoelastic
interferometer,
except at the very boundaries of the model in regions of low stress,
In most cases these boundary stresses are
obtainable from the photoelastic polariscope
fringe pattern, so that speed, in the use of
the model, is not an essential requirement
for the photoelastic interferometer ,

Figure 49 is a photograph of a model of
a rib-reinforced power plant roof deck. In
this case the ribs have been made of the same
materials as the model itself which is Columbia Resin, CR-39. The ribs were cemented
to the slab by use of Kriston. More recently
a new resin. Scotchcast, has been used which l
gives joints nearly as strong as the model
material itself.
Loadin.e: Methods- -As important as the
fabrication
of a stress-free,
accurate scale
model is the application of the proper loads

Built-up Models--Some three-dimensional structures can be analyzed using the
two-dimensional approach when the region
in which the stresses are desired can be, in
itself, considered as two-dimensional.
An
example of such a structure is a nanged
beam, when the stre:;ses are desired in only
the web of the beam. Figures 47 and 48 show
such beams. In these examples the size and
shape of the openings in the web of the beam

FIGURE 48 --Built-up
model of beam-flange of brass with web of Catalin
68-893.
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lJ

FIGURE 49 --Built-up
power plant roof deck.

model of

so that actual conditions existing in the structure are represented in the model.
Judicious application of Saint Venant's
principle* will simplify loadings in many
cases. In other problems it may be found
that the loading can be broken down into two
or more parts and the separate effects combined by the method of superposition of
stresses.
It is impossible to predict what the loading requirements may be in advance of a
knowledge of the actual problem. For that
reason this discussion will cover only a few
of the more interesting loading problems
that have been encountered. It is hoped that
they will serve as an indication of what can
be done.
*This principle states that, whatever the
distribution of forces over a small area may
be. the stress distribution ac~ually produced
in a boay, at some distance away, is the
same as that which would be produced by
the resultant of these forces.

FIGURE 50 --Loading
methods--unequal
uniform loads applied over small areas .
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FIGURE51 --Loading methods--external and internal loads applied to a doublebarrel conduit.
Care must be taken in applying a load
For distributed loading the roller is placed
normal to the boundary of a model that no
between the lever arm and the loading shoe
shear force is induced. This can be accomon the model.
plished by loading through pins, or, as has
Other examples of special loading debeen done more recently, through a roller
vices are shown in Figure 50 through Figbearing. An example of loading through a
ure 57.
pin is shown in Figure 58. Figure 18 shows
the load being applied to a compression calFigure 50 shows a method of applying
ibration specimen through a roller bearing .
four-loads of different magnitudes over small
When a concentrated load is required the
areas. The magnitudes of the various loads
roller is placed in contact with the model.
are governed by the spacings of the bearing
pins.
Figure 51 is a model of a twin-barrel
conduit. Loads on the actual structure consisted of vertical and lateral soil pressures
on the external boundaries of the conduit and
water pressure in neither, either, or both
of the barrels.
In the model the external
soil pressures were simulated by applying
forces to articulated shoes which acted on
a sheet of rubber one-half inch thick. A
central hole was cut in the rubber so that
it fit snugly around the model. Lateralloads
were applied in the desired proportion to the
vertical loads. Internal water loads were
applied by means of air pressure in confined
rubber tubing in the barrels .
FIGURE 52 --Loading
methods--uniform
normal load applied to an arch.

Figure
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52 is a model of an arch section

FIGURE 53 --Loading
plate clevis
loaded

methods--flatthrough a pin.

r1\
L,(

which was subjected to a uniform load normal to its surface. This was accomplished
by loading through a sealed rubber tube filled
with water. A wooden block was shaped to
the curvature of the arch and a recess cut
in the curved face to confine the tube .
Figure 53 shows a method of loading a
flat plate clevis so that a minimum area of
the plate is covered. The load is applied
through straps made of sheet metal. In the
example shown, the plate and the pin are of

The shoe on the left represents the effect
of the reservoir water load on the foundation upstream from the dam.
Figure 55 is a model of a wall in which
several large openings occur.
One condition of loading assumed to exist was a load
.

FIGURE 54 --Loading
methods--stresses
around a spillway bucket ,
the same material
with a shoulder turned
on the pin so that the sheet metal straps do
not cover the contact surface between the
pin and plate,
Figure 54 presents a loading around a
spillway bucket, The effect of the dead weight
of and water load on the dam is produced by
the shoe on the right,
with the load being
applied along the line of action of the re sultant of the dead weight and water load,
FIGURE 55 --Loading

methods--uni-

formly varying load applied
boundaries of a wall.

to

ci
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vided in the mechanism to permit use of
different shapes of shoes for various loading conditions and also for providing stability.
Figure 57 shows a method of loading a
circular conduit which is supported over less
than half of its circumference. The top shoe
in this case is of metal with a piece of 1/4inch thick gasket rubber between it and the
model. The conduit and its foundation are
separated by a thin piece of rubber.

FIGURE
applied

56
to

--Loading
a

corbel

methods--lo&ds
buttress.

varying uniformly from a maximum at the
top to zero at the bottom. In the figure the
model is turned on its side from the actual
position. The loading shoes, top and bottom,
were made to give a uniformly varying load.
This was done by trial, by taking readings
in the model immediately adjacent to the shoe
using the photoelastic interferometer
and
adjusting the shape of the shoe to give the
required distribution.
The clamps shown
on the side are for stability only and have
no effect on the load.
Figure 56 is a model of a corbel buttress
of a dam. The load being applied represents
a triangular
distribution
on the corbel face
varying from a maximum toward the center
to zero at the edge. Adjustments
are pro-

FIGURE
applied

57
to

--Loading
a

circular

methods--loads
conduit.

PHOTOELASTIC MODEL LOADING FRAME ASSEMBLY
General

photoelastic mcrlels. Therefore, the assembly described in this chapter was designed
and built for that purpose. It is suitable
for use in both the photoelastic polariscope

It is convenient to have a standard loading frame assembly for use in loading the
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accur...cy of 0.005 inch both vertically and
horizon' : l~y .These movements also per mit the centering of the model in the field
of the photoelastic polariscope or otherwise
adjusting it to the region of interest.

and the photoelastic
interferometer
and is
adaptable to all model and loading conditions
normally encoWltered. Figure 58 is a photograph of the loading frame assembly.
The
model shown in the drame is a standard inspection gallery.

Since no two models will normally be
alike in size or method of loading, it has
been found convenient to provide a loading
frame, that is adaptable to any required condition and yet replaceable and inexpensive
(see Figure 69).

DescriptiOn

The loading frame assembly consists
of several component parts which are interchangeable between assemblies.
Figures
59 through 72 show details of the construction and assembly of these parts.

Standard lever arms are used for applying the loads to the model. These have been
fabricated of both steel and aluminum. Steel
lever arms of three lengths; 12, 15, and 18
inches, are used. Aluminum lever arms, 12
and 15 inches long, are used for models requiring very light loads. All lever arms
have ball bearings inserted at the pivot point
'to reduce friction.
Details are shown in
Wigure 72,

The figures are almost self-explanatory,
but a few general remarks may help to explain the use of the loading frame assembly.

Stress analysis using the photoelastic
interferometer involves a point by point survey of the model. This requires a means o~
establishing an accurate coordinate systeml
for securing the required readings at eachl
point of interest. As can be seen from thel
figures, screw feeds for both vertical and
horizontal movements are provided. These
screws are cut ten threads per inch. fu add ition, indicator rings which are divided
into twenty divisions are mounted on each
m otion. Therefore, it is possible to set
the mcxlel to the desired position with an

FIGURE
loading

58

--Photoelastic

frame

assembly

The procedure in making a stress analysis w ith the photoelastic interferometer
involves reading fringe movements between
two increments of load. Therefore. a method
of rapidly loading and unloading the model
is necessary.
The load is applied using
cast iron weights of 1. 5, 10, and 20 pound
sizes. These weights are also used for loading the models in the photoelastic polariscope. Figure 73 shows "a model with the
load being applied by means of these weights.
A pneumatic piston is used to unload the
photoelastic interferometer.
Compressed
air is introduced into the pneumatic piston
through a pressure reducer which is adjusted to provide just enough air pressure
to completely lift the dead weight from the
model. A system of valves, mounted near
the operator, permits introduction and exhaustion of the air supply for the piston. The
relation of the pneumatic piston to the model
and loading frame can be seen on Figures
58 and 73. Details of construction are shown
on Figures 70 and 71.
The loading frame assembly is mounted
on ball bearings to facilitate movement between the photoelastic interferometer
and
the photoelastic polariscope. Guide rails,
with locking screws to position and to securely hold the loading frame assembly, are
mounted on the photoelastic interferometer
table. The loading frame assembly can be

model
.
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LIST

‘KY

Guide roil
Roil IoCk
Base assembly
Lead scwu

:
v3
4
5
6

I
6
9
110
VI I
I 12
‘3

OF

NOTES

2
4
I
I

Oilite

2

,I
II

Bearing, horizontal movement
Indicator ring, hwiz. movement
Index collor
Thrust washer
*heel assembly
Lock handle I.Lock assembly I
1 Hond knob, hwiz. movement
1 Sliding base

Steel
Steel
Steel
As shown
Steel

I
I
2
2
I

As shown
Steel

1
I

I Drive nut

nilitr

I

,

_

1 Thrust
I Shaft

_ _ .

2
_

.

Y&~kNRG

Brass
As shown
As shown
Steel

S 1 Jam nuts
o
‘I

PARTS

DESCRIPTION

O-PEL-99
II
o-PEL-100
0-PEL- 101

For specifications
of bearing see 0~.
Standard
alloy cost handle, H-I
Stondord

0-~~~-102

0-PEL-102
I,

cost imn hand knob, u-2
0-PEL- 103
II

1 Standard

hexagon

nut,

semi-finisha
” ILL

l

.

beoring

1 Steel
I Steel

1

I
I

j For sp&ificotions
I

.

nf bnrinn

can h-7

II

n-or-m

_._

1 --

28
29

Model mounting
1 Cylinder

30
31
32

I Piston
1 Cylinde P head
1 Prassure plate

3‘3
34
35
6

1
(
1
I

EXpa”SlM
Clevis
Sleeve
Adjusting

frame

Steel
&osS

2
I
I
I
I
2

Brass
Brass
Brass

stop

Brass
1 4s shown
1 Steel

nut

1 Brors

I ’

I

1

1

4

I

I*

NOTES
All machine screws required ore stondord flat or rcu?d
head machine screws
OS indicated on drawing unless
d&oiled or specified.
Details of ports and assemblies ore shown by &wings

indirmhl
._.__
__,

Finish parts
mwked e with black ripple enamel
E~ceptiis
are noted M detail drawings.
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FIGURE 59 -- Loading frame assembly--list
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I

FIGURE 60 -- Complete loading
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frame assembly.
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(O-PEL-98

GUIDE
RAIL
BRASS-TWO REQ’D.

NOTES

LO6k’lNG
TOOL

SCREW

STEEL - FOUR

NOTE:DriII

REWD

and top hole morked
C to fit
screw, 128.-~6 thread.
Drill
dnd countersink
holes porked
lo-24 machine screws
IF&f
long1

LOCKING
SCREW
SUPPORT
BRASS- FOUR REQ’O.

Drill and countersink
holes morked
A
for
No. 8 wood screws.
Drill
and tap holes marked
B for
10-24 machine
screws.
Space to fit
holes marked
D on locking
screw
support.
The location
of the to ered roil lacking
screws
and correspoe P tog holes .I in
the base assembly
must be such OS to
provide
interchangeability
between
other
similar
frames
and roils.
This
may require
the use of o drill
jig.

locking
D for

0

RAIL

LOCK

PHOTOELAGTIC

YITERIAL
ASSHOWN-FOUR
REWO.

GUIDE

FIGURE

61 -- Loading

frame

assembly--guide

rail

and rail

lock.

MODEL
RAIL

AND

LOADING
RAIL

LOCK

FRAME

-

Mochinc
surfaces
morked K after assembling
ongles
and stiffener plates’ to provide o smooth swfoce
for the sliding base to operate upon.
Machine
inside surface of upper leg of angles for
o width of 4 to prowde o smooth surface for lock
plate.
I Do not enotoel the machined surfaces.)
Dtmensiors
F ond 6 must match dimensions
similarly
designated
on 2 and 2.
The boles marked
J should be located anddrilled
after the wheel assemblies
ond roil locks ore
installed
in order to insure proper ohgnmcnt
of the hole with the locking
screw.

.-

,. Machine

slot after

ossemblv

I

‘-This

mdicates

wheel

contact

surface

of rail

-F’

BASE

NOTES
Dctoils of bearings,
thurst
washers,
lcod screw,
Index collar, ond Indicator ring ore shown on
Dq.O-PEL-101.
Drill and countersink
holes marked H for fi:-IS
machine screws
for,mounting
2.
Drill holes marked J wth No.40 drill fdia.0098’)
and taper 60-S
fit locking screw
Do not enamel bearings.
Break oil sharp corners
andedges.
See Dwq 0- PEL- 101 for Sections A-Aood B-B.

ASSEMBLY

MATERML AS snobvll
ONE REWO.
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DETAIL

I

PIGURJS62 -- Loading frame assembly--detail

of base.

MODEL
OF BASE

I

LOADING

FRAME

ASSEMBLY

lo-PEL-loa

Make
fit

concentric
Outer

stiffener

-Outer

stiffener

with

bearing o light press
in stiffener
olote-..

1.
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One bearing
One baring

plate

BEARING-HORI%NTAL
MOVEMENT
OlLlTE - TWO REP’D.
SECTION

.---Acme

A-A

thread

SECTION

-1othreods

per

B-B

inch------.

.$-c--- :
:
*& -..........____._...______
$ ~~--.....~~~~........~~~~.......__.._...~.___

. .._..__...._.....______.
- ___..___-..

Machining Oilite-Machine
like cost bronze.
Apply no coolant.
After
machining soak
in o good grade of crank case lubricotirq
oil-sA5
30. Use o diamond point shaped
tool (& radius1 deod sharp of diamond
or tungsten
carbide;toking
very light
cut,.ooz'to.oo+'on
the diometer,with
fine feed and high speed.

7:: ..____ -- __.....---...........---.-.......-.....
z,a .-________...__
- _____ . . ..___._.___..

& ----- *f . .._ +
..____ _ _...........____
&

I

.-..Y
tlu
II

@

LEAD
SCREW
STEEL-OWE REWO.

,-Headless
set screw
:, (hex.socketl6-3e.f

Alfernote
marks
to be numbered
0 to 9. incl
Index

mark-:
'I

for

~-40

machine

@

INDICATOR

RING-HORIZONTAL
STEEL-ONEREO’D.

PHOTOELASTIC
mlTE:Pin

thrust
waskr
to
led
screw
with standard
steel
taper
pb3.C.t:
at assembly.

INDEX COLLAR
STEEL-ONEEEWD.

SECTIONAL
PARTS

MOVEMENT

MODEL LOADINS
VIEWS
AND DETAIL
FOR BASE
ASSEMBLY

FRAU
OF

I

I

I
FIGURE 63 --

Loading

frame

assembly--component

parts

of

base.
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I

b- .._.. --..------5f------

NOTE:

Use SKF bearing
O.D.=32nm
Bors=l2mm
Four req’d

AXLE
STEEL - TM

Liiht

‘F- ,--< ‘& f

----..-.-J

DETAIL

press fit

of strew

I” handle

NaSzOl

@
OF

ASSEYBLY

LOCK
HANDLE
STEEL - ONE REQ’O.

KEOh
@I

WHEEL
YLTEIIAC

ASSEMBLY
&S --Tyx)

REQ.

co
-a

[{

(h Thick)

Thick)

HAND

.----

OUTER

INNER

STIFFENER
PLATE
STEEL-TUIO REa.cl

+f’___..__

---f

!

Shape stiffener
to fit interior

KNOBHORIZONTAL
MOVEMENT
YATERllL AS 5nowN - ONEREB’D.

plates
of angles

STIFFENER
PLATE
STEEL-TWO REID.
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I
FIGURE

61, -

Loading

frame

assembly--component

parts

of

base

(continued).
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LOADING

FRAME

PARTS

IO- PEL-IDP

,.--Sliding

base

---Adiust
this dimension
for proper
fit on
lead screw

u

h
‘.--Lead

screw

ThreodiAcme)
fit
lead screw1

HORIZONTAL

FEED

- DRIVE

ASSEMBLY

DRlVE
NUT
OILITE-onE RBWD.

Lock plate fits in space
marked H on !$J.

GRADUATIONS
Start
at u with Zero
ond mark to "
Mark
tenths and halftenths and number
each inch.

Do not

enamel

LOCK
PLATE
STEEL-ONE REWO.
: I.
--z

ilo

Thread

‘-Do

not enamels
this
face--'

PHOTOELASTIC

0

SLIDING
BASE
*TEE‘-ONERfl’D.

MODEL

Loading

frame

FRAMI

@

I
FIGURE 65 --

LOADING

assembly--component

parts

of base

(continuedj.

IO-PEL-10:

,Countersinh

for

4-40

flat

head screw

Drllland
top for
4-40 knurled
brass
screw .._____

Hole for
potnter -.,
r...-.‘g-..-,

,,/

_ Drall and countersink
for 2-56 flat head screw

_-Drill

Drrllond

POINTER
SUPPORT
BRAS*- ONE REO’O

(A)

POINTER
BRISS -TWOREW.

tap for

POINTER
SUPPORT
BRlSS ONE REWO
NOTE

POINTER
BRISf

LOCKING
-TWO

and fop for
4-40 knurled
brass screw
I Lenqth of screw
thread g,

Mount

polnter

BEARING
STRIP
OiLITE ElGHT RE(1’0.
FOURRIGHT”AN0-FWR LEFT “PiNO,

(8)

support

I B 1 on

2 EASE ASSEMBLY at hole
marked
2 Mount with hole
for pointer porollel
to lead
screw

SCREW

REWD.
@

POINTER
MATERIAL

ASSEMBLY

4-40

Knurled

brass

;..’

, Pointer
support

IAt -

AS SnOWN

Mountonone
only beforednllinq
holes for oilite bearings.
Machme

_.-

IDo not enomell

Beorlng strip,
See Detoll ._.._...__

Drill

screws

I brass

and top 2-56

1
1

(13 holes1

DETAIL OF END OF FRAME
‘2-56

MachIne
screw

GUIDE

Shim ollate beormg strip if necessary
for Proper shdlng fat betweenquide
posts.

0
FRAME
GUIDE
M*TER,*.L *s snown
TWO REQ’D

PHOTOELASTIC

MODEL

LOADING

FRAME

IO-PEL-104

Fl@Jl?.l&66 -- Loading frame assembly--details

of mounting frame guides and pointers.

GUIDE
POSTS
STEEL-TWOREO’D.

GRADUATIONS

co
0

Mark
Start

ON GUIDE

one post only.
01 W with zero and mark

POST

to \I

Mark tenths and half-tenths and
number each Inch
Assemble marked post most distant
from ho@ wheel with graduations
0” some side 0s those cm “idilJ
base
Location of guide post grad
uons
must be determmed with postcmanbled
in shding base

LIFTINGSCREW
STEEL- ONE RE.xa

BEARING

T HRUST-iEARlNG
STEEL- ONE REQD.

NOTE: Locate
after

tapsed
assemblv

holes

- VERTICAL
MOVEMENT
DlLlTE- TWOREQn

PHOTOELASTIC

MODEL

LOADING

FRAME

SHAFT
STEEL- ONE REOD
1

DETYLOF

I

FIGURE 67 -- tiding

frame assembly--details

of guide posts and lifting

I
screw.
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I
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.
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0
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r
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I
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I
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I
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I
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I
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I
I
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FRAME
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I
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Note:

-A
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plane

Edges
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I” 1
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._-.-

.
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O’..-...

--...

parallel

FRAME-

steel.
front

face

holes

2

@

Weld

.

I

2

corners

.

I
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B
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plane

steel.
front

face

MODEL MOUNTING
FRAME
STEEL-OWE EACH REO’O.
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FIGURE 69 --

Loading frame assembly--model

mounting frame.
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Drill and tap for
machine screw-~

deep

fit

to

8-32
deep-..

,.I-
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.-Sliding

I

a

Threads
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~N.P.

fit

for

39

Threads

inch

Hole to fit
r Dia. bolt

'-Grdeep
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tn fit
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I

3
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LOADING

FRAME

EXPANSION
STOP
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FIGURE

71 --

Loadixig

frame

assembly--air

piston

puts.

.I’
:
Jo,&

*

_.__.__.__

--___---_----.-_--_------~“‘Press

Fit For New Departure
bearing No.7713612
bearmgsl

NOTES
Dimension
Dimension

a - Varied to Fit loading mechanism.
b - Is required
l12’to 18’)

PHOTOELASTIC

MODEL

LEVER
ARM Y LOADING
FOR PHOTOELASTIC

FIGURE 72 -

Loading frame assembly--lever

arm.

LOADING
MECHANISM
MODELS

FRAME

FIGURE73 --Loading

frame assemb: showing air piston and weights.

rolled easily from the special table used in
the photoelastic polariscope into position on
the photoelastic interferometer table. The
special table used in the photoelastic polariscope is also provided with guide rails and

MISCELLANEOUS

locking screws. This table is mounted on
large rubber casters to provide a shock-free
movement whentransferring th e loading frame
assembly, with its model, between instruments.

EQUIPMENT

AND TOOLS

plastic requires an entirely different tech.
nique to produce stre$s-free models than is
ordinarily used in machining either metal or
wood. Careful planning and coordination is
required to insure completion of the model
and loading mechanism in sufficient time to

Description

It has been found desirable to have certain power tools available for use in building
loading devices and in fabricating models.
This is necessary, since the machining of
96

O

permit loading and photographing before
time-edge stresses develop in the model.

FIGURE 74 --General
laboratory
shop.

Power equipment available includes a
drill press, scroll saw, sander, milling
machine, hack saw, and grinder. In addition a small air compressor furnishes an
air supply for use in loading and unloading
models during actual testing, and to supply
air for use in the shop for cleaning and other
purposes. A view of a portion of the shop is
shown by Figure 74. An adequate collection
of miscellaneous hand tools is also available.
These include precision scales, squares,
and micrometers to aid in accurately laying
out and checking model dimensions.

FIGURE 75 --Electric

O

Another item of equipment, previously
mentioned, is a large electric oven used for
annealing plastics, for three-dimensional
stress-freezing studies, and for other purposes. The oven has an automatic temperature control.
Cams can be cut to provide
for any desired cycle of temperature variation. Complete instructions for its operation were furnished with the oven. Figure
75 is a photograph of the oven showing its
interior and the automatic control panel.
97

view of

oven.
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